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Letter from the Editors

  Dear Reader, 

    We are pleased to present the Winter 2020 issue of  the Chicago 
Journal of  Foreign Policy. We want to thank our staff  at the University 
of  Chicago and our contributors from the College, the University 
community, and around the country. We are excited about the continued 
interest that students at and beyond UChicago have shown in writing 
on foreign affairs; that interest launched our publication and sustains 
it today. 

    This journal’s contributors from UChicago have offered scholarship 
covering diverse topics not yet discussed in the CJFP, including recent 
political upheaval in Latin America, the effect of  warfare on the 
archaeology of  the Middle East, and the architecture of  American 
foreign policy in the Cold War. The journal’s scholarship from other 
universities also offers new perspectives about and strategies to tackle 
long-simmering conflicts from Cuba to the Arctic, and we are eager to 
showcase them as well. 

    We are always accepting contributions from talented students 
around the world. We hope that the Chicago Journal of  Foreign Policy 
can, as it has since its founding in 2012, continue to serve as a forum 
for inquisitive minds at UChicago and other universities to discuss 
and present solutions to global problems. 

Sincerely, 
The Editorial Board 
Chicago Journal of  Foreign Policy  
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The Weaponization of Antiquities in Palmyra

by Reema Saleh
University of Chicago ‘20

About 130 miles northeast of  Damascus are the ancient ruins of  Palmyra. During its time 
of  predominance, Palmyra existed on the edge of  the Roman empire and served as a caravan oasis, 
allowing Greco-Roman styles, Persian culture, and local tradition to gradually shape the town. 
Palmyra served as a trade route to link the Persian Empire, India, and China. Central to Palmyra’s 
cultural and historical identity is the Temple of  Baalshamin. Built sometime between 200 and 131 
A.D., the Temple of  Baalshamin was a Canaanite temple devoted to the sky deity Baalshamin. In 
the fifth century, it was eventually converted into a church. Under Bashar al Assad, the Temple of  
Baalshamin found itself  subject to looting and, upon occupation by the Islamic State of  Iraq and 
Syria (ISIS), the temple was destroyed with improvised explosive devices. This destruction was 
photographed and filmed for use as ISIS propaganda––ISIS has conducted similar iconoclastic 
actions against museums in Mosul in order to imply the destabilization of  the modern Syrian 
state. ISIS’ actions provoked outrage from the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) and sparked fear among archeologists, and in response came efforts to 
reconstruct the antiquities of  Palmyra through digital archeology. In the years since its occupation, 
Palmyra has changed hands between Syrian and Russian forces twice. In the process, the Temple 
of  Baalshamin continues to be politicized through destruction, reclamation, and reconstruction, 
and the messaging surrounding it has changed drastically in the wake of  the Syrian Civil War. The 
initial destruction of  the temple by ISIS can be understood as a destabilizing show of  violence, 
but foreign influences continue to politicize the ancient site as a microcosm of  the conflict as a 
whole and efforts to digitally reconstruct archeological remains from Palmyra overlook the site’s 
connections to Syrian history and culture.

ISIS Propaganda    
ISIS claims that the destruction of  ancient sites is religiously motivated.1 Following a 

radical form of  Salafism, ISIS members cite Islamic principles as justification for targeting symbols 
of  idolatry or Sufi or Shiite Muslims holy sites.2 In Palmyra, ISIS’ destruction of  the Temple 
of  Baalshamin has had the same justification––it was intended to destroy any worship of  pre-
Islamic deities. The current justification for violence against ancient religious sites quickly unravels 
when justification is––rightly––understood  as political propaganda and recruitment material. In 
examining the aftermath of  the Temple of  Baalshamin’s destruction, the Syrian Heritage Initiative 
reported that the pattern of  IED placement was optimized for “filmed destruction” and, following 
their placement, ISIS members traveled around the nearby city of  Tadmur with megaphones 

1  “Ancient Sites Damaged and Destroyed by ISIS.” The National Geographic, Nov. 5, 2017. https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/history-
and-civilisation/2017/11/ancient-sites-damaged-and-destroyed-isis

2  Romey, Kristin. “ISIS Destruction of  Ancient Sites Hits Mostly Muslim Targets.” The National Geographic, July 2 2015. https://news.
nationalgeographic.com/2015/07/150702-ISIS-Palmyra-destruction-salafism-sunni-shiite-sufi-Islamic-State
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announcing their intended action to the city’s terrorized residents.3 Ultimately, ISIS’ motivations 
reflect less theological conscience and more pragmatic concerns; in Palmyra, they sought to destroy 
larger artifacts that cannot be smuggled and sold, such as the Temple of  Baalshamin, and to strike 
terror into local populations, while simultaneously discrediting the modern state of  Syria.

UNESCO and International Outrage
With the politicization of  antiquities and their association with terrorism has come 

international outrage from UNESCO, though the targeting of  ancient sites is a common strategy 
of  militant groups. In the past, the Taliban has targeted Afghanistan’s colossal Bamiyan Buddha 
figures, and militants have destroyed mosques, mausoleums, and ancient manuscripts in Timbuktu. 
Nevertheless, this form of  cultural vandalism has not gotten nearly the same international attention 
that ISIS’ attacks have brought.4 In April 2016, the US Senate passed a bill banning imports of  all 
ancient art and artifacts from Syria, and the International Criminal Court is currently prosecuting 
the first case in which the destruction of  cultural property has been deemed a war crime against 
Ahmad Al-Mahdi Al Faqi, who is accused of  destroying nine mausoleums and a mosque in 
Timbuktu in 2012.5 

To some extent, ISIS has raised the stakes, many experts argue. The manner by which 
they brand the destruction of  cultural property in their publication, Daqib, as well as international 
propaganda and recruitment material has been more systemized––to destroy culture, to intimidate 
local populations, and make profits from looting. Irina Bokova, head of  UNESCO, called this 
destruction a “new phase in the cultural cleansing perpetrated in regions controlled by armed 
extremists” and stated that “to destroy Syria’s heritage is to kill the Syrian people a second time.”6 
Most international attention had been placed on the Temple of  Baalshamin due to its classical 
iconography, though there are many other instances of  ISIS militants destroying Islamic shrines or 
grave sites.7 The overwhelming conclusion is that ISIS’s destruction in the past has hit mostly Muslim 
targets, such as Sufi shrines in Libya or tombs of  Biblical prophets recognized by all Abrahamic 
religions; however, this has been ignored in the coverage of  Palmyra.8 While ISIS has certainly 
raised the stakes on devastating archeological sites, other players in the Syrian Civil War have not 
received the same level of  scrutiny for similar actions. In Palmyra, the tombs of  a prominent Sufi 
scholar, Nizar Abu Bahaaeddine, and a descendant of  the Prophet Muhammed’s cousin Imam Ali, 
Mohammed Bin Ali, were also destroyed, but international attention focused on the immediately 
identifiable Greco-Roman elements within the Temple of  Baalshamin over anything else.

The Million Image Database
In the wake of  the devastation seen at the Temple of  Baalshamin, The Million Image 

Database added the temple, amongst other artifacts from Palmyra, to its work on many ancient 

3  “Ancient Sites Damaged and Destroyed by ISIS.” 

4  Amos, Deborah. “Palmyra’s Ancient Arch, Destroyed By ISIS, To Rise Again In London.” National Public Radio, Apr. 18, 2016. https://
www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2016/04/18/474686269/palmyras-ancient-arch-destroyed-by-isis-to-rise-again-in-london

5  Ibid.

6  “Ancient Sites Damaged and Destroyed by ISIS.” 

7  Ibid.

8  Romey, “ISIS Destruction of  Ancient Sites Hits Mostly Muslim Targets.” 
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sites within Syria, Iraq, and the greater Middle East. Established through a partnership between 
anthropologists at Harvard University and Oxford University, this project led by the Institute for 
Digital Archeology (IDA) aims to make digital representations of  ruins in areas affected by conflicts 
or natural disasters in order to preserve monuments to “shared human history” and ensure that 
“nobody can deny history or dictate that their narrative or ideology stands above the shared story 
of  all humanity.”9 Based on the crowdsourced support of  researchers and volunteers on the ground, 
the Million Image Database’s team performs site surveys using a combination of  conventional and 
stereo photography to develop accurate computer renderings of  architectural objects. In doing 
so, the IDA, which has partnered with Dubai’s Museum of  the Future on this project among a 
number of  partners, has placed an emphasis on archeological sites in the Middle East and North 
Africa and hopes to use the digital representations as potential blueprints for creating interactive 
visual experiences of  these ancient sites or recreating them with 3-D printers if  destroyed. Though 
Director Roger Michel argues that placing records of  the past in the digital realm will keep them 
beyond the reach of  terrorist attacks or looting, the digital representations have become so abstract 
and removed from the Syrian Civil War that they become concerning. At times, Michel’s scientists 
have characterized their efforts in the past as an attempt to “flood” the Middle East by giving 
3-D cameras to inexperienced users, such as military personnel and volunteers in the region, who 
would take photographs of  buildings from several angles and then upload the images to a database 
monitored by the IDA.10 Considering the ongoing devastation in Syria, it is difficult to imagine 
that any of  this model would have been possible, and it reflects a disturbing lack of  awareness that 
Michel’s team has about the social or political conditions on the ground.

Though the Million Image Database has some concerning core elements, the project has 
proven successful. In London, Palmyra’s previously destroyed twenty-foot tall Arch of  Triumph 
was reconstructed and installed in Trafalgar Square for three days, with later plans to bring it 
to New York, Florence, Geneva, and Washington DC. Sculpted by robotic arms in thirty days 
and standing at twenty feet tall, the marble reproduction is, according to Michel, “completely 
indistinguishable from the original.”11 The researchers comment that their goals in creating and 
unveiling this $143,000 reconstruction was meant to serve as an act of  solidarity with people 
in conflict regions of  the Middle East, to signal the human ingenuity triumphing over violence 
through archeology.12 As explained by IDA’s Technology Director Alexy Karenowska, “the whole 
purpose of  the event is to contextualize issues of  shared cultural heritage, of  what cultural heritage 
means to people, and the significance of  these objects to people’s everyday life.”13 At its unveiling 
in New York, however, the arch stood in Washington Square Park as a striking piece framed against 
skyscrapers, but nowhere in sight were signs or pamphlets identifying the arch, describing what 
it represents, or explaining anything about the significance of  Palmyra or the destructive events 

9  “Palmyra.” The Million Image Database. https://www.millionimage.org.uk/about/navigator/syria/palmyra

10  “3D Cameras To Stop IS ‘Wiping The Slate Clean.’” Yahoo! News, https://uk.news.yahoo.com/3d-cameras-stop-wiping-slate-
clean-084902133.html?guccounter=1.

11  Amos, “Palmyra’s Ancient Arch, Destroyed By ISIS, To Rise Again In London.” 

12  Roger Michel and Alexy Karenowska. “A Letter from the Director.” The Institute for Digital Archeology, April 6, 2016. http://
digitalarchaeology.org.uk/letter-from-roger-michel

13   Voon, Claire, “What’s the Value of  Recreating the Palmyra Arch with Digital Technology.” Hyperallergic, April 19, 2016. https://
hyperallergic.com/292006/whats-the-value-of-recreating-the-palmyra-arch-with-digital-technology/ 
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that occurred in the ancient city.14 In their opening remarks, IDA spokespeople briefly highlighted 
the legacy of  Palmyra as a place of  art, commerce, and learning, but they mentioned little about 
the destructive events that still entangle the city and the people of  Syria as a whole. Without this 
immediate context, the purpose of  parading the Arch of  Triumph becomes less about raising 
awareness or standing in solidarity with the people of  Syria and more about simply celebrating the 
architectural achievements of  the past, far removed from Syria and its present struggles.

While they have expressed intentions of  returning the object to Syria after its brief  world 
tour, they acknowledge that it cannot be returned to its original site. Not much is known about 
what will happen with the arch in the meantime, which currently resides in Luxembourg from 
December 2019 until February.15 Similar projects have launched with the privately-funded Cultural 
Capital Group of  Nimrod, which aims to make 3-D reconstructions of  ISIS-destroyed cities in 
Iraq available on Oculus Rift, a virtual reality headset.16 The Economist has also expressed interest 
in employing virtual reality to bring back the treasures of  Iraq’s Mosul Museum, which had also 
been targeted by ISIS. With the popularity of  digital archeology and the replication of  architectural 
objects, it is safe to assume similar ventures will be made for the Temple of  Baalshamin, along with 
other iconic architectural objects and sites destroyed at Palmyra.

This small proliferation of  private ventures to restore devastated archeological sites has 
exacerbated the sense of  distance between Western anthropologists and the experiences of  ordinary 
Syrians. The goal of  #NewPalmyra, an early digital archeological replication project by activist 
Bassel Safadi, was to produce open-source models to reconstruct the Temple of  Baalshamin, 
the Temple of  Bel, the Triumphal Arch, and Roman Theater within the public domain. These 
extensions have unearthed new questions about the role of  digital replication in archeology. The 
potential replications of  the Temple of  Baalshamin or existing replica of  the Triumphal Arch 
document memory and loss but cannot change their destruction. The fact that these replications 
have taken place in Europe and the United States points to a troubling implication––The use of  
digital archeological technology will take place in a way that is wholly removed from Syria and, thus, 
neglect to acknowledge the cultural importance of  these archeological sites to Syria. Little mention 
is made of  the actual political situation of  Syria or Iraq in these projects other than mentioning that 
these archaeological objects have been saved from ISIS’s terrorist activity and looting. When IDA 
made the decision on what cities the arch would visit, they remark selecting cities with neoclassical 
architectural styles that echoed the Greco-Roman forms found around Palmyra.17 While these 
projects identify the Temple of  Baalshamin and other sites like it, they continue to hone in on the 
marriage of  Greco-Roman styles and Persian influences of  the city, instead of  focusing on the 
importance of  this site within Syrian historical and cultural identity. Palmyra, while famous for its 
classical iconography, is also incredibly well-known for Queen Zenobia, who leveraged the city’s 
wealth and the political disorganization of  the Roman Empire to assert control from its outskirts 
and incorporate eastern Roman provinces into a larger Palmyrene Empire between 269 and 273 

14  Voon, Claire.  “Slick Replica of  Palmyra’s Triumphal Arch Arrives in New York, Prompting Questions [UPDATED].” Hyperallergic 
(Brooklyn, New York), September 21, 2016. https://hyperallergic.com/323978/slick-replica-of-palmyras-triumphal-arch-arrives-in-new-york-
prompting-questions

15  “Triumphal Arc.,” The Institute for Digital Technology, December 16, 2019. http://digitalarchaeology.org.uk/media

16  Amos, “Palmyra’s Ancient Arch, Destroyed By ISIS, To Rise Again In London.”  

17  Voon, “What’s the Value of  Recreating the Palmyra Arch with Digital Technology.” 
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A.D.18 She was ultimately defeated by the forces of  Emperor Aurelian but, until the outbreak of  
the Syrian conflict, many modern Syrian felt a connection to the ancient, once-great merchant 
city that could defy the power of  Rome. The Million Image Database touches upon the art and 
architecture of  Palmyra, its role as a caravan oasis, and intricately preserved ancient city but not as 
a source of  pride or as an integral part of  Syrian history or cultural identity. Considering this and 
that the first replications of  Palmyra’s artifacts are intended to remain outside of  Syria, the Temple 
of  Baalshamin and Palmyra were ultimately preserved, but not for Syrians. Scholars argue that 
losing a such a palpable link to the past to ISIS terrorism will suppress Syrian history and collective 
memory while undermining the modern state of  Syria, but the replication of  this past outside of  
Syria and removed from the context of  Syrian cultural identity will constitute something similar––a 
neglectful exclusion of  Syria from its own archeological history.

Recapture of  Palmyra
President Bashar al-Assad hailed the recapture of  Palmyra as an “important achievement 

in the war on terror.”19 Immediately following the offensive in 2016, the Syrian government 
allowed Valery Gergieve, former principal conductor of  the London Symphony Orchestra and 
an outspoken supporter of  Vladimir Putin, to perform a concert in the ancient amphitheater of  
Palmyra.20 Most significantly, Gergieve has performed after a punitive Russian invasion against 
Georgia’s Mikheil Saakashvilli. Amidst the revelation that the destruction at Palmyra was not as 
bad as they originally had feared came a concert that received blanket state coverage from Russian 
television channels and ultimately reaffirmed Moscow’s portrayal of  Russian intervention in Syria 
as a humanitarian action against terrorists.21 The director of  Russia’s State Hermitage Museum, 
Mikhail Piotrovosky, declared that Moscow would lead any projects to restore Palmyra’s last 
temples, and Russia, Poland, Italy, and UNESCO have been amongst the first to pledge funding 
their restoration and recovery.22 While the Syrian government lost control of  Palmyra again until 
2017, the Syrian government has announced that the ancient city could reopen to tourists from 
the Homs Province as early as the summer of  2019––while the Syrian Civil War shows no signs of  
ending or a peaceful aftermath. Though the destruction of  antiquities at the Temple of  Baalshamin 
served as propaganda for ISIS recruitment and the destabilization of  the Syrian state, the Syrian 
Government’s rapid reconstruction and the messaging around it has served as an accelerated form 
of  healing, likely on account of  how central this site is to constructing Syrian identity.

Conclusion
“It’s not a political battle, but this is a cultural battle, and everybody should participate in 

defending this heritage, this civilization,” said Syrian Director of  Antiquities, Maamoun Abdulkarim.23 

18  Romey, Kristin. “How Ancient Palmyra, Now in ISIS’s Grip, Grew Rich and Powerful.” The National Geographic, Aug. 26, 2015. https://
news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/08/150826-syria-palmyra-islamic-state-isis-archaeology-history

19  “Syria Civil War: Palmyra Damage in Pictures.” BBC, Mar. 28, 2016. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35909456 

20  Harding, Luke. “Palmyra Hosts Russian Concert after Recapture by Syrian Forces.” The Guardian, May 5, 2016. https://www.theguardian.
com/world/2016/may/05/palmyra-amphitheatre-hosts-russian-concert-after-recapture-by-syrian-forces

21  Ibid.

22  Cascone, Sarah. “Nearly Destroyed by ISIS, the Ancient City of  Palmyra Will Reopen in 2019 After Extensive Renovations.” Art Net 
News, Aug. 27, 2018. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/syria-isis-palmyra-restoration-1338257

23  “Building a Future Upon the Past.” New Palmyra. https://newpalmyra.org/models/arch-of-triumph
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In Abdulkarim’s comments, he describes Syrian identity as “a wounded man” and mentions that 
losing the heritage will be akin to losing the entire person.24 Despite Abdulkarim’s insistence on 
depoliticizing the destruction of  culture, his comments reflect an understanding  is simply not the 
case for anyone covering the destruction of  Palmyra or its aftermath. Considering how the Temple 
of  Baalshamin’s destruction was transformed into ISIS propaganda, was politicized in terms of  
international outrage and in digital archeology, and will continue to undergo this politicization 
through control throughout its time under the Assad regime, the politicization of  the Temple is 
clearly beyond control. 

Exploring the timeline of  Abdulkarim’s statement indicates that he is aware of  this. When 
Syrian and Russian forces lost control of  Palmyra from December 2016 to March 2017, ISIS 
released videos on their news platform, Amaq, showing a deserted Russian base and ammunition. 
While being aware of  the situation almost ten days earlier, Abdulkarim states that he chose not 
to release the details of  it until later––when researchers from Boston University released satellite 
images of  further destruction of  monuments in Palmyra. While Abdulkarim portrays destruction 
in Palmyra as an international outrage that people must be concerned about regardless of  their 
political identity, he also shows that he is concerned about the political implications that losing 
the city had for the Syrian government––losing the city after reclaiming would reflect badly on the 
Assad regime. Now, restoration work on the Temple of  Baalshamin has begun, with experts from 
Russia, Italy, Poland, and UNESCO contributing to the restoration efforts. This has proven that, as 
antiquities become representative of  cultural identity, the question of  who controls them and how 
are essential in the context of  civil war.

24  Katz, Brigit. “Ancient City of  Palmyra, Gravely Damaged by ISIS, May Reopen Next Year.” Smithsonian Magazine, Aug. 29, 2018.  
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ancient-city-palmyra-gravely-damaged-isis-may-reopen-next-year-1-180970160
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Rejuvenating Arctic Policy – A Roadmap Forward

by Michael J. Sauer
University of Wisconsin-Madison ‘21

The Russian Federation is aggressively exerting state power in the Arctic region. Buoyed 
by a vast network of  Arctic infrastructure comprised of  several naval bases, electronic warfare 
outposts, and airfield defense locations, Russia is positioning itself  to dominate the Arctic through 
military and commercial operations while resurrecting shuttered military installments from the 
Soviet era and establishing new military bases.1 Calculated measures have been implemented to 
assert control over strategic areas consistent with extraction potential of  natural gas reserves, 
namely the construction of  liquefied natural gas plants.2 Taken together, these actions suggest 
Russia’s ambition to establish Arctic hegemony, a development that runs counter to American 
strategic interests, which emphasize cooperative Arctic relations, preserving its national security, 
and promoting scientific research.3 

This article will further contextualize Russia’s commitment to the Arctic, discuss 
shortcomings of  U.S. policy, and discuss the role of  the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum 
on Arctic affairs. It will then propose one comprehensive solution, coordinating policy efforts 
across the government, that the United States can employ to counterbalance Russian actions and 
preserve peace. While demilitarizing the Arctic is an admirable goal, it is an untenable proposition. 
Russian state power has historically been tied to resource extraction. Applying military assets to 
secure geopolitical objectives in its near abroad is an archetypal response for Russia, as evidenced by 
Soviet-era scientific research expeditions and development of  nuclear and conventional maritime 
forces. 4, 5 For Russia, demilitarizing such a strategically rich region – its own backyard, in essence 
– would be synonymous to curbing its drive to develop the Arctic. Thus, pressuring Russia away 
from Arctic militarization, through sanctions or other forms of  hard power, will be perceived by 
Russia as domineering Western intervention, playing into a narrative used to justify and intensify 
militarization. Despite heavy sanctions, Russia has continued to expand into the Arctic. No U.S. 
policy could conceivably convince Russia to surrender the Arctic’s vast potential without hardening 
its disposition against the U.S. Therefore, demilitarization is virtually unachievable. 

Instead, developing a responsible Arctic strategy is the most salient and practical objective 
the United States can hope to realize. Such a strategy entails securing U.S. national interests in 
the Arctic by rectifying military and governmental inefficiencies, procuring more icebreakers, and 
seeking to improve international communication. I will propose a medium to long-term course of  
action that harmonizes these assets in pursuit of  securing America’s strategic interests while also 

1  Dvyatkin, Pavel. “Russia’s Arctic Strategy: Military and Security (Part II).” The Arctic Institute, 13 February 2018, https://www.
thearcticinstitute.org/russias-arctic-military-and-security-part-two/. Accessed 3 April 2019.

2  Tanas, Olga, Dina Khrennikova, and Anna Shiryaevskaya. “Russia Expands LNG Operations in Arctic.” World Oil, 8 April 2019, https://
www.worldoil.com/news/2019/4/8/russia-expands-lng-operations-in-arctic. Accessed 11 April 2019.

3  “NSPD-66: Arctic Region Policy.” The White House, 9 January 2009, https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/nspd/nspd-66.pdf. Accessed 2 April 
2019.

4  Breyfogle, N., & Dunifon, J. “Russia and the Race for the Arctic.” August 2012, https://origins.osu.edu/article/russia-and-race-arctic.

5  Aliyev, Nurlan. “Russia’s Military Capabilities in the Arctic.” International Centre for Defence and Security, June 25, 2019. https://icds.ee/
russias-military-capabilities-in-the-arctic/.
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serving the need for peace among nations. 
Vladimir Putin’s ascendency to the Russian presidency in 2000 grounded Russia’s Arctic 

policy in the ‘Basics of  State Policy of  the Russian Federation.’6 Russian pursuits in the Arctic 
became tied exclusively to “defense and security to the maximum degree.” Subsequent versions  
of  Arctic national security policy refined Russia’s military objectives to maintaining a robust 
Arctic presence by amassing modern military capabilities and technology.7 The Russian 2009-2020 
National Security Strategy defined the Arctic “as a strategic resource base” and proposed utilizing 
military assets in the Northern expanse to thwart threats to national security. 8 A precise definition 
for what constitutes a ‘threat’ was intentionally not provided in order to maximize freedom of  
action on the part of  the Russian government. Over the course of  two decades, Russian strategic 
elite has acquired a strong belief  in the necessity of  its military presence in the Arctic.9

By 2007, aerial and naval patrols in the Arctic commenced for the first time since the 
Cold War. They were comprised of  a bevy of  strategic bombers and Northern Fleet vessels. 
The Northern Fleet, a consortium of  submarines, lager ships, and icebreakers, is renowned for 
its nuclear capacity and operability within the Arctic, making it an indispensable component of  
Russia’s presence. Naval patrols have since extended further into Danish and Norwegian waters.10 

Missile defense has been the recipient of  considerable Russian attention. Numerous air 
defense bases have been built to line Russia’s border with the Arctic Ocean. In 2017, the Russian 
Ministry of  Defense revealed ambitions to reboot over 100 installations.11 Beyond providing 
immediate security, ports and military bases to service ground forces were built at some of  these 
locations,12 evoking a discernible offensive posture. Military exercises have perceptibly increased in 
frequency: they now incorporate a broad spectrum of  potential domains of  combat. The Vostok 
2014 exercise comprised of  combat ground assault divisions, ballistic missile systems, air defenses, 
and more.13 By the start of  2015, the Russian Federation had centralized an entire Arctic combatant 
command charged with protecting, administering, and developing the Russian Arctic.14 Russia’s 
disposition on the Arctic has hardened as it considers its extensive geostrategic and militaristic 
potential. 

Intimidation is another instrument frequently employed by Russia. Neighboring countries 

6  President of  the Russian Federation. “Osnovy gosudarstvennoy politiki Rossiyskoy Federatsii v Arktike.” Government of  the Russian 
Federation, 2001. www.sci.aha.ru/econ/A111c.htm. Accessed on 4 April 2019.

7  President of  the Russian Federation. “Osnovy gosudarstvennoy politiki Rossiyskoy Federatsii v Arktike na period do 2020 goda i 
dal’neyshuyu perspektivu.” Rossiyskaya Gazeta (4877), 18 September 2008. rg.ru/2009/03/30/arktika-osnovy-dok.html. Accessed on 9 April 
2019.

8  Ministry of  Defense of  the Russian Federation, “O Strategii natsional’noy bezopasnosti Rossiyskoy Federatsii do 2020 goda,” Rossiyskaya 
Gazeta (4912), 19 May 2008. rg.ru/2009/05/19/strategia-dok.html. Accessed 4 April 2019.

9  Gramer, Robbie. “Here’s What Russia’s Military Build-Up in the Arctic Looks Like.” Foreign Policy, 25 January 2017. https://foreignpolicy.
com/2017/01/25/heres-what-russias-military-build-up-in-the-arctic-looks-like-trump-oil-military-high-north-infographic-map/. Accessed 4 April 
2019.

10  Zysk, K. “Russian Military Power and the Arctic.” The EU-Russia Centre Review: Russian Foreign Policy, (8): 80-86.

11  Dvyatkin, “Russia’s Arctic Strategy: Military and Security (Part II).”

12  Grishchenko, N. “Rossiya postroit v Arktike boleye 100 voyennykh obyektov, [Russia will build in the Arctic more than 100 military 
facilities].” Russkoe Oruzhie, 26 January 2017, rg.ru/2017/01/26/reg-szfo/rossiia-postroit-v-arktike-bolee-100-voennyh-obektov.html. Accessed 
on 5 April 2019.

13  “Russia’s Plans for Arctic Supremacy.” Stratfor, 16 January 2015. https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/russias-plans-arctic-supremacy. 
Accessed 4 April 2019.

14  “Russia: The Mystery of  the Arctic Sea.” Stratfor, 16 September 2009.https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/russia-mystery-arctic-sea. 
Accessed 4 April 2019.
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are intercepting Russian aircraft in violation of  territorial airspace at increasing rates, worrying 
Nordic nations in particular.15 Additionally troublesome for Arctic nations is Russia’s accessibility 
to the Arctic, made possible via the world’s largest icebreaker fleet. Russia has 40 icebreakers in 
operation, and as of  2018, was constructing 11 more.16 Comparatively speaking, the United States 
operates just two. Russia’s extensive collection permits enhanced maneuverability and reach into 
the Arctic, by which Russia consolidates military power away from and before other Arctic nations. 
Icebreakers’ unique capabilities permit them the sole ability of  mapping the Arctic’s continental 
shelves and ocean floor. Russia utilizes these primarily for the detection of  natural resources, 
positioning it to uncover, extract, and claim Arctic energy resources before geopolitical competitors. 
The prospect of  Russia exerting hegemony in the Arctic, by virtue of  its vast icebreaker fleet, 
would necessarily inhibit the ambitions of  other Arctic nations and the broader marine ecosystem.

While Russia clearly grasps the significance of  the Arctic, the United States, at best, 
haphazardly acknowledges these same stakes. For instance, the U.S. has no single strategic command 
designated with full authority over the Arctic. Instead, the Pacific, European, and Northern 
Commands possess competing claims to the Arctic – ensuring contrasting approaches to the Arctic 
on the part of  the American military. A similar dilemma exists within the U.S. federal government. 
Various governmental agencies, ranging from the Department of  Energy to the Department 
of  State, share a common mandate to oversee American actions in the Arctic, yet they function 
independently.17 Coordinating across agencies, while possible, inefficiently synchronizes policy 
making because communication is fractious amongst several organizations, raising the likelihood 
that American policies towards the region are often untargeted and contradictory. 

Finally, the Arctic Council plays a key role in Arctic affairs. Formed by the 1996 Ottawa 
Declaration, the Arctic Council is a forum comprised of  every Arctic nation, Finland, Sweden, 
Iceland, Canada, Denmark, Norway, the Russian Federation, and the United States, non-Arctic 
observer nations, and representatives for the Arctic’s indigenous peoples. The Council operates 
through a variety of  working groups, programs, and task forces, with domains ranging from 
sustainable development to protecting the marine environment. It has engineered remarkable 
success in practice and image. The Arctic Council has produced several agreements, from scientific 
collaboration to oil pollution, that have full legal effect in member nations.18 Perceptually, the 
Council has nurtured a forum predicated on goodwill and authentic cooperation, to the extent that 
other conflict-prone regions seek to duplicate the organization.19 By concentrating on  regional 
cooperation, the Council has generated noteworthy results, such as safe shipping and marine 
environmental protection; however, it has made no inroads on security and geopolitical issues.

U.S. Arctic policy sits at a critical junction. To best formulate an American strategy, I submit 
a four-point proposal that amalgamates U.S. military and diplomatic power into synchronized 

15  “Russia Perturbed by US Troops in Norway.” Independent, 23 October 2016. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/russia-
us-troops-norway-vaernes-ukraine-syria-a7376596.html. Accessed 4 April 2019.

16  Gramer, “Here’s What Russia’s Military Build-Up in the Arctic Looks Like.”

17  Cohen, Ariel, Jim Dolbow, and Lajos F. Szaszdi. “The New Cold War: Reviving the U.S. Presence in the Arctic.” The Heritage Foundation, 
30 October 2008. https://www.heritage.org/environment/report/the-new-cold-war-reviving-the-us-presence-the-arctic. Accessed 5 April 2019.

18  “The Arctic Council: A Backgrounder.” Arctic Council, 15 September 2018. https://arctic-council.org/index.php/en/about-us. Accessed 
4 April 2019.

19  Ahmad, Omar. “Can the Arctic Council’s success be replicated in South Asia?” Observer Research Foundation, 11 February 2019. https://
www.orfonline.org/expert-speak/can-arctic-council-success-replicated-south-asia/. Accessed 7 April 2019.
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packages, while expanding communicatory channels. All components of  the strategy should be 
enacted concurrently. Over time, this policy can be modified to parallel ongoing developments on 
the ground. 

The first element involves the creation of  a new unified strategic command of  the United 
States military with exclusive jurisdiction over American policy in the Arctic. Currently, this burden 
is split between several different combatant commands, none of  which consider the Arctic to be 
their highest priority. A separate, independent command would provide two main benefits. First, 
removing the Arctic from each current command’s responsibility lessens their respective burdens. 
More time can then be devoted to weightier challenges. Second, the Arctic command would 
consolidate Arctic affairs more extensively than several independent commands could. Compiling 
intelligence, interpreting events, projecting trends, and developing strategy in the Arctic would be 
the foremost focuses of  the command. Its unbound attention to the Arctic would generate a far 
more impactful national military strategy than segregated commands that each perceive the Arctic 
as inconsequential. The formation of  an Arctic command would send a discernable message to the 
world signaling heightened commitment to the Arctic. 

The second element necessitates the acquisition of  an icebreaker fleet of  at least six 
vessels. Presently, the U.S. fleet is chronically overburdened. Two icebreakers alone are incapable 
of  fulfilling the Coast Guard’s current mission and future assignments. Here, overreliance has cost 
the United States dearly. Polar Star, one of  America’s two icebreakers, is now 12 years beyond its 
official decommissioning and is plagued with unfailing power outages, engine leaks, and trips to 
maintenance.20 Every visit to maintenance sidelines its operational integrity, often forcing the U.S. 
to manage with just a single icebreaker. The Coast Guard has expressed its demand for six fully 
functional vessels immediately.21 To satisfy this order, the United States must systematically overhaul 
its complacent disposition towards icebreakers by allocating sufficient budgetary resources to the 
planning, managing, and production to meet the Coast Guard’s needs. To fully achieve its goals, the 
United States should significantly exceed the Coast Guard’s baseline needs. This can be completed 
by developing a ten-year plan with ambitions to manufacture at least ten icebreakers. Surpassing 
the Coast Guard’s request will alleviate undue demand on any single vessel and provide ample time 
to resolve mechanical complications, should they arise, without compromising mission readiness. 
A larger fleet also bolsters the speed with which the United States can thoroughly map the Arctic. 
In doing so, the United States can identify areas that sustain fragile ecosystems, contain abundant 
natural resources, and could advance scientific research. 

The third element entails restructuring the various governmental agencies charged with an 
Arctic-oriented assignment, including the Departments of  Energy, Defense, State, and Interior, 
into a single task force within the Department of  State. Centralizing management within the State 
Department will enhance interagency communication, eliminate conflicting policy proposals, 
and equip the task force with a multidimensional grasp on Arctic affairs. Additionally, it would 
provide a vital counterweight to the DoD’s Arctic command when shaping national policy above 

20  Kusnetz, Nicholas. “One of  America’s Two Icebreaker Ships is Falling Apart. Trump’s Wall Could Block Funding For a New One.” NBC 
News, 1 February 2019. https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/one-america-s-two-icebreaker-ships-falling-apart-trump-s-n965766. Accessed 
5 April 2019.

21  Hsu, Jeremy. “U.S. Icebreaker Fleet Is Overdue for an Upgrade.” Scientific American, 1 June 2017. https://www.scientificamerican.com/
article/u-s-icebreaker-fleet-is-overdue-for-an-upgrade/. Accessed 5 April 2019.
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the Arctic circle. Securing the task force’s independence assures the organization is not beholden 
to department-specific objectives that contradict the larger goals of  American Arctic policy. In 
this manner, the U.S. can channel its military, economic, and diplomatic power into a whole that 
is greater than the sum of  its parts. Leading scholars Jim Dolbow and Dr. Ariel Cohen, from the 
U.S. Naval Institute and the Heritage Foundation respectively, concur that this policy would revamp 
America’s presence in the Arctic.22

Finally, the U.S. should integrate a Communications Task Force (CTF) within the Arctic 
Council’s structure. Such a measure could become integral to preserving peace in the Arctic. The 
CTF’s central purpose would be to streamline communication between Arctic states, namely in the 
realm of  security. As the Arctic continues melting and yielding new expanses, states will be inclined 
to position more commercial and military assets in the region. The potential for a geopolitical 
emergency to erupt, as a consequence of  growing presences, will surge. In response, the CTF 
would serve as a central intermediary to assuage tensions, convey intentions, and coordinate policy 
to sidestep further turmoil. The CTF would be serviceable to all Council members and indigenous 
representatives. 

Reaching consensus on urgent security matters may demand the existence of  a neutral 
third-party. The Arctic Council’s current structure already contains this arrangement by virtue of  
its eight independent members. Council members may decide to elevate the CTF to full working 
group status or assign it more responsibilities, such as handling geopolitical issues, as seen fit. 
Fostering transparency through international dialogue in, during, and before crises may forever be 
the only mission of  the CTF, but the trust-building atmosphere embodied by the Arctic Council 
may ultimately permeate through the CTF and into geopolitical matters. Surrounding the CTF 
with this same aura of  cooperation can unleash a lasting era of  peace, security, and prosperity for 
all Arctic nations and permit an evolving discussion on Arctic security. The CTF would function 
as a natural steppingstone for achieving a trust-building environment the 21st century Arctic will 
demand.

All said, the United States must come to grips with the understanding that its existing 
Arctic policy is woefully inadequate to thrive in the ever-evolving Arctic landscape. Further, it must 
correctly diagnose the limits of  its power by recognizing it cannot practically encumber Russia’s 
determined campaign in the Arctic. This would better position the United States to realize its own 
potential within the Arctic. Over the medium to long-term, the U.S. can sharpen its Arctic policy 
by constructing new military and governmental institutions, reinforcing its feeble icebreaker fleet, 
and enriching existing international architecture to strengthen intergovernmental communication. 
These levers of  efficiency, military strategy, and diplomacy can profoundly ameliorate America’s 
present trajectory to achieving both international stability and strategic interests. As the Arctic 
undergoes rapid changes, so too must American policy adapt. The immediacy for change implores 
the United States to implement a new vision moving forward, and this proposal offers a durable 
strategy for the future yet to come.

22  Ariel et al, “The New Cold War: Reviving the U.S. Presence in the Arctic.”
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 In the wake of  World War II, the United States was entering uncharted territory. 
Germany and Japan had been defeated, but a new threat loomed on the horizon and demanded 
new strategies of  engagement. As diplomats and policymakers scrambled to determine the best 
stance to take towards the Soviet Union, the United States’ policy was quite malleable. Thus, 
foundational documents in determining US policy at the outset of  the Cold War were tasked with 
both characterizing the Soviet threat and describing ways to address it. One such document, and 
perhaps one of  the most influential, was George Kennan’s Long Telegram. In an analysis written 
to the State Department from his post in Moscow, Kennan laid out his perception of  Soviet beliefs 
and goals, and set a potential course for the United States. Indeed, the doctrine of  containment 
(though not yet named), one of  the cornerstones of  American engagement with the USSR, was 
formulated in this document. 

Broadly, Kennan accomplishes two critical goals in this piece. He first characterizes the 
Soviet threat as primarily psychological, political, and ideological. Further, he suggests that the most 
appropriate response from the US would be a stern and steady opposition to Soviet expansion, 
including long-term morale-building efforts to build and keep faith in America’s worldview. This 
paper will unfold in three sections - first, a brief  summary of  Kennan’s Long Telegram; next, 
an analysis of  Kennan’s assumptions and assertions of  Soviet conduct, including the way he 
characterizes the USSR as a political or psychological threat rather than a military one; finally, this 
paper assesses Kennan’s policy recommendations to the United States. Contrary to conventional 
interpretations, I believe that Kennan does not fall victim to alarmist depictions of  the USSR, 
instead giving a measured analysis of  the USSR as a war-wearied state relegated to sparking disunity 
and discord and spreading influence through informal means. Kennan held that this Soviet strategy 
would be easily and reliably countered by American resolve. 
 Kennan’s Long Telegram contains five main sections, through which he assesses Soviet 
beliefs and behaviors before prescribing American policies. In describing the Soviet outlook at 
the end of  World War II, Kennan highlights a feeling of  “capitalist encirclement,” which, coupled 
with a conviction that capitalism and socialism could not peacefully coexist, contributed to a 
primary goal of  exploiting conflicts among and between capitalist powers.1 Next, Kennan overlays 
these beliefs onto a historical and psychological framework of  Russian behavior and interaction 
with the outside world—importantly, Kennan portrays Russian leaders as systemically paranoid 

1  “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and Records 
Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US Department 
of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 2-3
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about their country’s lack of  development, especially in comparison to the Western world. Thus, 
obscuring objective truth from the Russian people became paramount, insofar as leaders feared the 
consequences of  a well-informed public. This is where Kennan begins to develop the relationship 
between the USSR and Marxist ideology -- Marxism was a useful tool to justify the Russian leader’s 
“instinctive fear of  [the] outside world.”2 Further, the vast incentives to keep the Russian public in 
the dark create a pervasive atmosphere in which objective truth is not only ignored, but disavowed. 
With that in mind, Kennan outlines his predictions for Soviet behavior on both the “official” and 
“unofficial” planes. On the official plane, Kennan reasons that the USSR will attempt to bolster 
its power through internal development, disingenuous lip-service to international cooperation, and 
the extension of  a Soviet sphere of  influence to include some vulnerable territories (namely: Iran, 
Turkey, and current/former colonies). On the unofficial plane, Kennan foresees Soviet penetration 
through social, political, and organizational channels abroad, often under the purview of  local 
Communist parties. The purpose of  these actions, both official and unofficial, is to weaken Western 
powers by sowing both internal and international divisions. In prescribing American action, Kennan 
emphasizes that a unified Western resolve and firm resistance to Soviet ideological expansion will 
shut out the USSR’s insidious attempts to generate discord and spread influence, and urges the 
United States to remain confidently and vigilantly committed to its values.

Reflecting on Kennan, historians may be inclined to paint the Long Telegram as an alarmist 
document which overestimated Soviet capabilities and contributed to American military and 
intelligence appraisals of  the USSR as a revisionist power bent on world domination. Melvyn 
Leffler, for instance, notes that the Long Telegram had “considerable impact” on defense officials, 
who took seriously the notion that, “Soviet leaders aimed to shatter the international authority of  
the United States.”3 In particular, Leffler critiques Kennan’s Long Telegram for ignoring evidence 
of  Soviet weakness and cherry-picking evidence of  Soviet boldness. However, Kennan routinely 
characterizes the Soviet Union as risk-averse and fundamentally insecure, especially in light of  
World War II, which significantly informs his characterization of  the Soviet threat. Underlying 
Kennan’s analysis is an assumption that the Soviets are operating with extremely limited resources, 
and are anxiously aware of  this fact. This is perhaps clearest in Kennan’s predictions of  official and 
unofficial Soviet policies. The USSR would attempt to build its military and industrial power—with 
the primary goal to “impress outsiders” and helping to “conceal weaknesses.”4 Further, he notes 
that the USSR may try to expand its power, but only in times of  “immediate strategic necessity,” 
and only in situations both “timely and promising.”5 Lacking the ability to positively exert their own 
power, the Soviets simply try to “complicate and inhibit exertion of  Western influence.”6 Insofar as 
the USSR may try to build foreign representation, they lack a potent apparatus to do so, and would 

2  Ibid, 4.

3  Melvyn P. Leffler. “The American Conception of  National Security and the Beginnings of  the Cold War, 1945-48.” The American Historical 
Review 89, no. 2 (1984): 346-81. doi:10.2307/1862556. 366

4  “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and Records 
Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US Department 
of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 6.

5  Ibid. 6.

6  Ibid. 
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thus target countries with pre-existing “opposition to Western centers of  power.”7

Broadly, Kennan assumes that the Soviet Union will systematically try to maximize its 
scarce power, making bold moves only when success is a near-guarantee and otherwise slinking 
around in the shadows and relegating its influence to backchannels. Furthermore, the USSR was far 
better at disruption than construction, generally lacking the ability to positively project power and 
influence. As Kennan put it, Soviet actions were generally “Negative and destructive in character, 
designed to tear down sources of  strength beyond reach of  Soviet control.”8 Kennan clearly does 
not depict an emboldened USSR, even in his assertion that the USSR is “committed fanatically” 
to disrupting the harmony of  Western life in order to ensure Soviet security.9 In describing Soviet 
efforts as fanatical, Kennan implies that the bold language used at the highest echelons of  Soviet 
government was founded upon posturing and bluster, rather than a reasonable appraisal of  the 
USSR’s interests, capabilities, or plans. Thus, by focusing on the necessity for Soviet powers to 
be extraordinarily cautious, Kennan sketches a picture of  a USSR which may have puffed out its 
chest and laid plans for global domination in its propaganda, but lacked the ability or brashness to 
translate those goals into reality.

Keeping in line with his depiction of  a weak and insecure Soviet Union, Kennan routinely 
excludes discussions of  Soviet military force, instead discussing the Soviet Union and the threat it 
posed to Western interests in ideological, political, and psychological terms. This is unsurprising, 
as Kennan believes the Soviets are laser-focused on cost-effective solutions. Military adventurism 
would be far more expensive than exporting the Soviet ideology abroad with soft power and 
intimidation. To be clear, Kennan is indeed concerned about Soviet actions, even if  he is not as 
alarmist as contemporary historians may make him out to be. When Kennan discusses Soviet 
efforts to spread influence, he seems disturbed—noting the “honeyed promises to a desperate […] 
outside world,” promises “more dangerous and insidious than ever before.”10 In particular, the 
descriptor “insidious” once again shifts the characterization of  Moscow’s actions towards being 
subversive and risk-averse. 

Coupled with Soviet efforts to spread influence is a persistent strategy to weaken and 
divide the West, and Kennan’s language makes clear his presumption that the USSR is weak to 
the point that it relies on the erosion of  Western social order before it can truly achieve any of  
its goals. Kennan notes that the USSR will “undermine,” “disrupt,” “hamstring,” “disunify,” and 
“discredit.”11 All throughout, Kennan makes clear that the Soviet Union aims to achieve its plans 
through subtle social means, not overt military ones. Even Kennan seems to have only a fuzzy 
idea of  what this means in practice. Routinely writing in the passive voice, Kennan notes that 
dissidents in Western countries will “be urged” to rebel. Anticolonial opinions will “be mobilized” 

7  Ibid.

8  Ibid. 8

9  Ibid. 9

10  “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and 
Records Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US 
Department of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 8.

11  Ibid.
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to weaken Western colonies. Suspicions will “be fanned” between Western countries.”12 Kennan 
clearly believes that the Soviets will attempt psychological or sociological warfare, though he lacks 
an understanding of  the specific means they will use, or actors they will target. 

At this point, Kennan depicts the Soviet Union as more of  a paper tiger than a competent 
and capable adversary. One motif  present throughout the Long Telegram, however, helps to explain 
why, despite the Soviet Union’s general inability to translate its policy goals into reality, the United 
States must exercise caution when engaging with the USSR. Kennan is emphatic that the USSR 
is an irrational actor operating on false premises and not engaging with objective reality. Kennan 
psychoanalyzes the Soviet state, labeling its views as “neurotic,” “instinctive,” “fragile,” “fearful,” 
and “confused.”13 Throughout, Kennan makes quite clear that Russian leaders, historically and 
contemporaneously, do not form policy rationally. Perhaps, then, this bridges the gap and helps 
explain why a war-wearied state with weakened military-industrial capacity could still be feared as 
having such grand global goals. Kennan determines that the USSR, as a fundamentally threatened 
and insecure state, must generate conflict with the outside world and advance visions of  Russian 
nationalism in order to portray itself  to its people as the sole guarantor of  safety in a hostile world. 
Critically, Kennan forms a key determination from this characterization of  the Russian state. By 
“distorting or poisoning sources and currents of  information,” and disbelieving in the existence of  
“objective truth,” Russian policymakers obscure the truth to such an extent that they themselves 
may be unable to engage with reality.14 The absolutist language by Kennan here signifies a sincere 
belief  that diplomatic interactions with the USSR would probably be fruitless. This conclusion will 
shape his recommendations for the United States.

Having depicted the Soviet Union as a weak and insecure state which desires to spread 
social, political, and psychological influence nevertheless, Kennan moves to his recommendations 
for American engagement. He begins by concretely labeling the USSR as, “by far the weaker 
force,” which accurately sets the tone for the following recommendations.15 Flowing from his 
assumptions that the Soviets would not be a military threat and would further render diplomatic 
negotiations meaningless and frustrating, Kennan neglects to lay out military preparedness or 
diplomacy as imperative goals for the United States, even going as far as to say that there would 
be no need for, “general military conflict.”16 In excluding these forms of  action, Kennan begins 
to shape an unconventional approach—containment—to deal with a novel situation engaging an 
unconventional adversary. 

In fact, directly contradicting assertions that the Long Telegram was unrealistically alarmist, 
Kennan’s recommendations are loaded with language best characterized as optimistic and assured. 
He states his belief  that the Soviet threat could be approached “calmly and with good heart,” and 

12   “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and 

Records Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US 
Department of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 6.

13  Ibid. 4

14  “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and 
Records Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US 
Department of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 5.

15  Ibid. 9

16  Ibid.
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that the United States should “abandon fatalism and indifference,” to put forward a “positive and 
constructive picture of  [the] world.”17 This last recommendation, of  positive and constructive 
action, stands in stark rhetorical contrast to the negative and destructive actions he predicts the 
Soviet Union would be forced to resort to. Not only should the United States be constructive in the 
face of  destructive influence-spreading, but these attempts to disrupt the West should be “relatively 
easy to combat.”18 Kennan finds that the most imperative goal for the West is denying the USSR 
entry points to sow division, as he notes that the USSR is like a “malignant parasite which feeds 
only on diseased tissue.”19 To that end, the United States should remain confident, vigilant, and 
disciplined. If  the West remains unified at the direction of  the United States, Kennan posits, they 
remain dominant. The USSR does not need to be actively weakened, as they would back down at 
any sign of  “strong resistance.”20 

Endemic fear of  the Soviet Union predominated the minds, actions, and recommendations 
of  American foreign-policymakers during the Cold War. It seems clear that at the outset of  the 
Cold War, policymakers should have been reticent to overestimate Soviet capabilities in the wake 
of  World War II. As the Cold War progressed, however, this fell by the wayside, and policymakers 
grew increasingly concerned about the USSR. Perhaps this resulted from an increased conflation 
between outward Soviet bluster and actual Soviet intent or capabilities—after all, according to 
Kennan, the two were often misaligned. Indeed, Kennan’s Long Telegram does not so clearly fall 
under the label of  being needlessly alarmist. To be sure, Kennan takes an urgent stance, but he 
remains optimistic and confident in America’s ability to counter the USSR. By carefully describing 
the USSR as an irrational, weakened, and insecure power, Kennan is able to effectively mirror the 
USSR’s shortcomings in creating the goals of  the United States: rationally assess the Soviet Threat, 
strengthen domestic confidence, and secure cooperation among the Western powers.

17  Ibid. 10.

18  “George Kennan’s ‘Long Telegram’,” February 22, 1946, History and Public Policy Program Digital Archive, National Archives and 

Records Administration, Department of  State Records (Record Group 59), Central Decimal File, 1945-1949, 861.00/2-2246; reprinted in US 
Department of  State, ed., Foreign Relations of  the United States, 1946, Volume VI, Eastern Europe; The Soviet Union (Washington, DC: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1969), 696-709 http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/116178. 9.

19  Ibid. 10.

20  Ibid. 9.
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Cyberwar has traditionally been defined as a “decisive attack on a country’s computers or 
information networks” carried out by a nation-state or international organization.1 While scholars 
like Thomas Rid reason that a cyberattack must be “violent, instrumental, and political” in nature 
to qualify as part of  a cyberwar, I would argue that the rise of  the digital age – and more specifically, 
the rise of  social media – has altered the categories of  cyber activities that constitute the existence 
of  cyberwar.2 The proliferation of  fake news, and the use of  bots, hackers, and trolls (namely by the 
Kremlin) to try to “sow chaos in U.S. politics,” has brought about a new form of  cyberwar: one that 
is characterized by low-level cyberattacks, which are both more frequent and more consequential 
for the United States.3 These low-level attacks are particularly threatening, for they are a uniquely 
“American” problem in that they disproportionality harm the United States relative to its global 
competitors, such as China or Russia. It is in the context of  this alternate and more common form 
of  cyberwar in which I argue that the United States is more vulnerable to low-level cyberattacks 
and is at a disadvantage to one of  its most prominent global rivals—the Russian Federation—be-
cause of  America’s democratic system of  government, free media, and racial diversity.
 A robust civil society is critical for maintaining a healthy and stable democracy.4 Defined 
as “the realm of  social life that is open, voluntary, self-generating... autonomous from the state, 
and bound by a legal order,” civil society is tasked with both serving as a check on state power 
and legitimizing governmental authority.5 Aware that civil society organizations “are the soft un-
derbelly of  democracies,” Russian president Vladimir Putin and his inner circle have been actively 
trying to employ low-level cyberattacks to weaken American civil society in the past few years.6 In 
hopes of  de-stabilizing the United States by creating distrust among Americans and sowing doubt 
in democracy, the Kremlin has tried to erode the social glue that bridges the gap between citizens 
and their governments by both impersonating American activists online as well as organizing and 
bankrolling protests across the country.7

One of  the primary functions of  civil society organizations is to fight for particular 

1  “Cyber Warfare.” RAND Corporation. Accessed January 15, 2020. https://www.rand.org/topics/cyber-warfare.html.

2  Rid, Thomas. “Cyber War Will Not Take Place.” Journal of  Strategic Studies35, no. 1 (2012): 5–32. https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2011.60
8939.

3  Lake, Eli. “Why Trump Is Reluctant to Escalate the Cyber War With Russia.” Bloomberg, February 28, 2018. https://www.bloomberg.com/
opinion/articles/2018-02-28/cyber-war-with-russia-might-not-end-well-for-the-u-s.

4  Diamond, Larry Jay. Developing Democracy: toward Consolidation. Baltimore (Md.): J. Hopkins University Press, 1999. 

5  Ibid, 221.

6  Landau, Susan. “Russia’s Hybrid Warriors Got the White House. Now They’re Coming for America’s Town Halls.” Foreign Policy, 26 
September 2017. https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/09/26/russias-hybrid-warriors-are-coming-for-american-civil-society-hacking-trump-clinton/.

7  Seetharaman, Deepa. “Russian-Backed Facebook Accounts Staged Events Around Divisive Issues.” The Wall Street Journal. Dow Jones & 
Company, 30 October 2017. https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-backed-facebook-accounts-organized-events-on-all-sides-of-polarizing-issues-
1509355801?ns=prod/accounts-wsj.
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interests, in part by seeking redress from the government.8 Conscious of  this deeply engrained 
American tradition, Russians strategically identified the 2016 presidential election as an opportunity 
to hijack the passion and energy surrounding civil society groups like Black Lives Matter to sow 
and exacerbate division, anger, and fear in the hearts and minds of  Americans.9 In fact, it was 
discovered that social media users linked to the Russian government not only organized gatherings 
and protests about hot-button topics such as racism, police brutality, and islamophobia, but also 
bankrolled some of  the events’ costs.10 The implications of  this kind of  activity are significant for 
America and, more specifically, American civil society. By actively hijacking American civil society 
organizations, Russian-sponsored agents distorted the pluralism that is traditionally found among 
civil society groups.11 More specifically, Russian agents encouraged civil society groups to take 
on more partisan stances and organized and paid for them to act on these more hardline views, 
thereby reducing political diversity within each group and thus creating a wider overall division 
among Americans.

In the same vein, the deep divisions that emerged in the run-up to the 2016 presidential 
election engendered political animosity among Americans at levels that had not been seen “in 
nearly a quarter of  a century.”12 More alarmingly, the Pew Research Center found that Americans 
today not only feel frustrated by members of  the opposing party, but also fear and feel threatened 
by them.13 This development is devastating to the maintenance of  social trust – “the belief  that 
others will act beneficially rather than maliciously towards us” – a cornerstone of  civil society and 
democratic governance.14 By intensifying partisanship within civil society organizations, and by 
extension among Americans on the whole, internet operatives were able to substantially decrease 
social trust, as Americans today are more likely to view their political counterparts as more evil, 
untrustworthy, and dishonest than in previous eras.15 This breakdown in social trust has reduced 
Americans’ trust in each other to do what is in the best interest of  the country, and in turn, their 
beliefs in democracy. In the words of  Secretary Clinton, the runner-up in the 2016 presidential 
election, “Putin really doesn’t like democracy, he thinks it’s an inconvenient, messy process, and he 
wants to sow doubt about our [American] democracy.”16 Evidently, by weakening American civil 
society and reducing social trust among citizens, Russian trolls and hackers, with Putin at the helm, 
were able to erode Americans’ overall belief  in democracy—an inevitable blow to United States 
stability. 

8  Diamond, Developing Democracy: Towards Consolidation (1999), 223.

9  Seetharaman, Deepa. “Russian-Backed Facebook Accounts Staged Events Around Divisive Issues.” The Wall Street Journal. Dow Jones & 
Company, 30 October 2017. https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-backed-facebook-accounts-organized-events-on-all-sides-of-polarizing-issues-
1509355801?ns=prod/accounts-wsj.

10  Ibid.

11  Diamond, Developing Democracy: Towards Consolidation (1999), 223.

12  “Partisanship and Political Animosity in 2016.” Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, 31 December 2019. http://www.people-
press.org/2016/06/22/partisanship-and-political-animosity-in-2016/.

13  Ibid.

14  Newton, Kenneth. “Social and Political Trust.” Oxford Handbooks Online, September 2007. https://doi.org/10.1093/
oxfordhb/9780199270125.003.0018.

15  “Partisanship and Political Animosity in 2016.” Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, 31 December 2019. http://www.people-
press.org/2016/06/22/partisanship-and-political-animosity-in-2016/.

16  “Hillary Rodham Clinton Experienced Putin’s Sexism Firsthand.” YouTube, 20 September 2017. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=trsfoQlM0ts.
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In addition to destabilizing the United States by decreasing social trust, Russian government-
sponsored internet operatives are also reducing U.S. global supremacy by lowering Congress’ 
productivity, which weakens the U.S. economy. An active and cooperative Congress is imperative 
for producing legislation, effectively dealing with the countless domestic and foreign problems that 
America faces, and ensuring that the United States maintains its hegemony.17 It is no secret that the 
current United States Congress, weakened in large part by the polarization that has gradually taken 
place over the past few decades, has not been as productive as its previous iterations. Russian-linked 
cyber organizations, cognizant of  the crippling effects of  polarization and gridlock on legislative 
productivity, are purposely infiltrating social media platforms to spread false information and 
running targeted political advertisements in hopes of  exacerbating partisanship amongst Americans. 
For instance, preceding the 2016 presidential election, Russian trolls targeting conservative voters 
shared a post on Instagram implying that “Black Lives Matter activists were assassinating police 
officers.”18 Manipulations of  this type demonstrate that Russians are using low-level cyberattacks 
to actively try to radicalize American voters and American politicians. In doing so, they ultimately 
create a Congress that is more polarized and therefore less productive. The effectiveness of  this 
tactic can be seen even in moments of  unified government, as the Republican-led 115th Congress’ 
productivity was ranked the fourth lowest “in the past three decades.”19

Ultimately, a polarized, unproductive, and hence dysfunctional Congress has grave 
consequences for the health of  the United States economy, the foundation of  American hegemony.20 
Congressional dysfunctionality is detrimental to the U.S. economy for two reasons. First, gridlock in 
Congress distorts the “timing, size, and composition of  fiscal policy,” and thus increases uncertainty 
about investment returns.21 This uncertainty lowers expected returns on investments, and thus 
drives domestic and foreign investors away from American businesses and firms.22 Second, the use 
of  unilateral powers by the president (i.e., executive orders, memorandums) “peaks during periods 
of  congressional gridlock.”23 Due to the volatile and impermanent nature of  executive orders, 
such an increase in their use provokes uncertainty among investors and hence makes the “U.S. 
market less attractive to invest into.”24 Therefore, if  it is the case that our Congress is more prone 
to gridlock today than in the past; not only are investors less likely to invest because Congressional 
timing and composition of  fiscal policy is unpredictable, but also the increased use of  executive 
orders—as a result of  Congressional inaction and gridlock—makes the overall U.S. economy less 
appealing for investment. Considering that these conditions incentivize investors to pour their 

17  Amadeo, Kimberly. “Congress’ Powerful Impact on the Economy.” The Balance. The Balance, 2 June 2019. https://www.thebalance.
com/u-s-congress-definition-duties-effect-on-economy-3305980.

18  Taub, Amanda, and Max Fisher. “Russian Meddling Was a Drop in an Ocean of  American-Made Discord.” The New York Times, 18 
February 2018. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/18/world/europe/russia-us-election.html.

19  DeSilver, Drew. “A Productivity Scorecard for the 115th Congress: More Laws than before, but Not More Substance.” Pew Research 
Center, 25 January 2019. http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/01/11/despite-gop-control-of-congress-and-white-house-lawmaking-
lagged-in-2017/.

20  Bremmer, Ian. “Forget China-the U.S. Is Still the Global Superpower.” Time, 28 May 2015. http://time.com/3899972/us-superpower-
status-military/.

21  Azzimonti, Marina. “Partisan Conflict and Private Investment,” 2015. https://doi.org/10.3386/w21273.

22  Ibid.

23  Howell, William G. “Unilateral Powers: A Brief  Overview.” Presidential Studies Quarterly35, no. 3 (2005): 417–39. https://doi.org/10.1111/
j.1741-5705.2005.00258.x.

24  “When Gridlock and Political Uncertainty Rise, US Economy Takes a Hit.” The Christian Science Monitor. The Christian Science Monitor, 
21 June 2016. https://www.csmonitor.com/Business/2016/0621/When-gridlock-and-political-uncertainty-rise-US-economy-takes-a-hit.
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money into other countries instead, it is rational to speculate that when Congress is gridlocked and 
unproductive, as it is today, U.S. economic growth will slow. This development significantly harms 
U.S. hegemony. The fact that the U.S. economy is one of  the strongest in the world allows for the 
country to play a significant role in global politics and allows it to coerce other states into moving 
closer towards U.S. preferences and interests.25 Ultimately, by using low-level cyberattacks, Russian 
trolls are accomplishing three interlinked tasks. Using social media, the Kremlin is exacerbating both 
polarization amongst the American public and gridlock, as well as unproductivity, in Congress. This 
gridlock then discourages investments into American markets and thus weakens the U.S. economy. 
In ordering these low-level cyberattacks to be carried out in the first place, Putin reveals his ultimate 
goal to create a weakened U.S. economy and a reduction in U.S. hegemony. Weakening America’s 
economic standing allows Russia to inch ahead in the race for global hegemony.

A free media, combined with the open exchange of  ideas, forms one of  the central tenets 
of  American democracy and governance. However, it is also one of  the most common mechanisms 
exploited by Russia to spread misinformation and ultimately undermine the trust that Americans 
afford to their government.26 Misinformation campaigns, the spreading of  dezinformatsiya (meaning 
disinformation in Russian), “is an age-old strategy” that was historically employed by Russians to 
foster discord and governmental distrust among the publics of  foreign enemies during the Cold 
War.27 For instance, back in the early 1980s, the Soviets perpetuated a conspiracy theory “that the 
U.S. military created the AIDS virus to kill African-Americans and gay people” in an attempt to 
reduce the public’s trust in the United States government.28 Although an old strategy, the Russian 
use of  misinformation campaigns has reached new levels of  effectiveness through the use of  social 
media and modern communication technology, which allows Russia to spread false information 
more easily and more cheaply to a vast audience.29 Another pernicious trend concerns social 
media. Social media has become the primary source of  information for most of  the American 
population, including potential voters.30 In fact, a report published by the Pew Research Center 
found that “62 percent of  American adults access news on social media.”31 The intersection of  
these two trends—Americans’ increased reliance on social media as a news source and the use of  
the very same platforms by Russian operatives to spread misinformation—should give pause to 
American politicians, bureaucrats, and governmental officials.  It is estimated that in 2016 Russians 
spent an estimated $100,000 on Facebook advertisements alone in an attempt to spread false and 

25  Brooks, Stephen G., G. John Ikenberry, and William C. Wohlforth. “Dont Come Home, America: The Case against 
Retrenchment.” International Security 37, no. 3 (2013): 7–51. https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00107.

26  “Would the First Amendment Protect Russian Hackers, Spies or Propagandists?” U.S. News & World Report, n.d. https://www.usnews.
com/opinion/thomas-jefferson-street/articles/2018-02-19/would-the-first-amendment-protect-russian-hackers-spies-or-propagandists.

27  “How the Russian Government Used Disinformation and Cyber Warfare in 2016 Election.” WTOP, 27 July 2018. https://wtop.com/
social-media/2018/07/how-the-russian-government-used-disinformation-and-cyber-warfare-in-2016-election-an-ethical-hacker-explains/.

28  Gross, Terry. “Inside The Russian Disinformation Playbook: Exploit Tension, Sow Chaos.” NPR, 15 November 2018. https://www.npr.
org/2018/11/15/668209008/inside-the-russian-disinformation-playbook-exploit-tension-sow-chaos.

29  Timberg, Craig. “Spreading Fake News Becomes Standard Practice for Governments across the World.” The Washington Post. WP 
Company, 8 April 2019. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2017/07/17/spreading-fake-news-becomes-standard-practice-
for-governments-across-the-world/?utm_term=.c81ebb83b9dc.

30  Gottfried, Jeffrey, and Elisa Shearer. “News Use Across Social Media Platforms 2016.” Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project, 31 
December 2019. http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/.
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exaggerated stories and narratives to Americans.32 What is more disconcerting, however, is that 
these false stories reached approximately “126 million users on Facebook.”33

As a result of  the misinformation—or “fake news”—spread by the Kremlin, the American 
public’s trust in its government is near a historic low.34 Only 18% of  Americans “say they can trust 
the government in Washington to do what is right ‘just about always’ or ‘most of  the time.’”35 Such 
low faith in government is very unusual, especially during a time when the American economy is 
prospering and “the stock market and employment rates in the U.S. [are] at record highs.”36 Therefore, 
it is evident that the Russian-backed proliferation of  fake news has had a significant effect on the 
American publics’ trust in its government and elected officials. The proliferation of  fake news creates 
a political environment detached from reality. The United States, as a result of  Russian efforts, has 
suffered a “truth decay” wherein the public cannot agree on a set of  objective and agreeable facts.37 
Americans no longer trust their elected officials, and by extent their government, because Russian 
misinformation campaigns and trolls have made it significantly more difficult to discern “where 
the boundaries are between fact, opinion, and misinformation.”38 It is nearly impossible to credibly 
assess a politician’s or government’s performance because there are always several versions of  the 
“facts.”39 Consequently, Americans are now considered to be one of  “the least-trusting informed 
publics.”40 Traditional political science literature asserts that “widespread public confidence in the 
government” is critical for political stability.41 For this reason, Americans’ lack of  trust in their 
government today has considerable implications for U.S. stability and governmental performance. 
The lack of  trust seriously impedes the U.S. government’s ability to properly function, and the 
potential for disorder substantially increases.42  Moreover, the fate of  capitalism—the bedrock 
of  Americanism and a central tenet of  American hegemony—is threatened.43 The Kremlin’s 
misinformation campaigns created a dangerous climate in the United States in which the truth 
is difficult to discern, and as such, the metrics by which to judge governmental performance has 
been distorted. As a result, the American public’s trust in government, U.S. political stability, and 
the government’s ability to effectively carry out its responsibilities have all dwindled. A government 
without the backing of  its people is no government at all. This deterioration of  trust, albeit gradual, 
it to Putin’s gain. 
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 Using low-level cyberattacks, Russian operatives manufactured hostile political social media 
posts, advertisements, and comments in an attempt to exploit pre-existing racial tensions in the 
United States.44 The United States is home to people of  all religions, socio-economic statuses, and 
racial backgrounds.45 While some may argue that diversity is what makes the United States strong, 
the country’s heterogeneous nature is also its Achilles heel.  The political dangers associated with 
diversity are especially clear when tension between ethnic and racial groups is high, as they were 
leading up to the 2016 presidential election.46 According to a 2017 Reuters poll, a plurality of  
Americans believe that “U.S. race relations are deteriorating.”47 Mindful that racial tensions were 
heating up in the United States, Russian trolls with the backing of  the Internet Research Agency— 
“a Kremlin sponsored troll agency”—began creating content on social media that was meant to 
exacerbate division along racial lines.48 In fact, more than fifty percent of  the Facebook ads that 
were created by Russian trolls referenced race.49 For example, using a fake Facebook account under 
the name “Black Matters,” Russian trolls sought to “exploit the deaths of  black Americans who had 
been killed by police officers” by posting a fake story about a bi-polar African-American woman 
that had been unjustly killed by the police.50

 By creating and spreading racially divisive content online, the Kremlin has nudged the 
United States towards potential infighting, and in an extreme scenario, possibly even civil war. 
Based on the ethnic fractionalization index—the most common measure of  a country’s ethnic 
diversity—America is assigned a score of  0.49 (with 0 being no diversity present, and 1 being 
complete diversity present), showing that the U.S. is relatively diverse.51 Considering that ethnic 
heterogeneity is linked to an increased likelihood of  rioting, a rise in racial tensions in the 
U.S. could easily lead to instability as potential chaos and disaster envelop the country.52 More 
alarmingly, polarization among the different ethnic and racial groups within a country can even 
lead to higher instances of  civil war.53 Some of  the consequences of  Russian efforts to heat up 
rhetoric surrounding race in the United States can be clearly seen in events such as the “Unite 
the Right” rally— a white-supremacist event that took place in Charlottesville, Virginia in August 
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2017.54 During the rally, white supremacists clashed with counter-protestors “over the removal of  
confederate monuments” resulting in the death of  an innocent 32-year-old woman and the injury 
of  dozens of  other people.55 Evidently, by using low-level cyberattacks to proliferate racial divisive 
material, Russians are successfully widening the gaps between the different ethnic groups which 
compose the United States. This ultimately increases the likelihood of  infighting and could even 
lead to civil war. Ultimately, infighting in the United States creates windows of  opportunity not 
only for Russia to attack the U.S., but also for President Putin to exert increased control over global 
politics and thus re-create the world according to the Kremlin’s vision. 
 The age of  social media has redefined cyberwarfare. Low-level cyberattacks that include 
trolling, hacking, and the spreading of  misinformation form the central tenets of  modern cyberwar. 
It is in this arena that the United States is disadvantaged relative to other global superpowers—
particularly the Russian Federation—because of  its democratic system of  government, free media, 
and racial diversity. By using low-level cyberwar to exacerbate polarization amongst the American 
public, accelerate gridlock in Congress, sow public distrust in the U.S. government, and heighten 
racial tensions, the Kremlin is successfully weakening the United States from the inside. Moreover, 
Russian meddling is also reducing the effectiveness of  American foreign policy. If  Americans are 
divided enough to abandon the values that once brought them together, then subsequent American 
foreign policy will be incoherent, as one of  the main ways Americans form their opinion on foreign 
policy and signal their policy preferences to policymakers is through the values they hold in their 
domestic life.56 By distorting American values and unity, the Russian government is effectively 
distorting American foreign policy. A domestically weakened United States and an incoherent 
foreign policy reduces the country’s standing in the international system while bolstering that of  
the Russian Federation. If  it wants to preserve its status as the global hegemon, the United States 
must learn to quickly and effectively neutralize Russian low-level cyberattacks.

54  Stolberg, Sheryl Gay. “Man Charged After White Nationalist Rally in Charlottesville Ends in Deadly Violence.” The New York Times, 12 
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Coca, Culture, and Coups: Bolivia and the Spectre 
of US Hegemony

by Jack Votava
University of Chicago ‘21

 On November 10, 2019, Bolivian President Evo Morales resigned after waves of  middle-
class protests, fueled by disputed October election results, culminated in sinister “suggestions” from 
the military and police chiefs to vacate office.1 To his critics, Morales was a radical, authoritarian 
politician who obstructed the development of  modern democracy and continued to grasp at power 
even after losing the people’s mandate— up to and including allegedly rigging elections.2 On hearing 
the news, President Trump congratulated the “Bolivian people for demanding freedom” and the 
Bolivian military for protecting the constitution.3

Opposition politicians, international allies, and Bolivian expats immediately and earnestly 
began claiming that the election nullification, military intervention, and new government headed by 
a right-wing opposition party was not a coup. The Twitter hashtag #BoliviaNoHayGolpe (no coup 
in Bolivia) briefly trended in Virginia, where likely bots began sending identical messages supporting 
the ouster.4 Analytics on social media responses to CNN-Español paint a similar picture, showing 
overwhelming criticism of  Morales— with the majority of  the activity coming from the US East 
Coast and southern California.5

Unlike previous military coups in Bolivia, such as that of  1971, we do not have evidence 
that the US was actively engaged in direct covert activity to foment regime change.6 Indeed, the days 
of  outright intervention, such as the period when the US secretly trained, funded, and supported 
rogue “anti-communist” militias across South America (resulting in the deaths of  60,000-80,000 
during the 70’s and 80’s), are likely a thing of  the past.7

Nevertheless, US power over Latin America has not waned, but rather manifested in 
more subtle— and perhaps even more pernicious— avenues in recent decades. The realities of  
American economic, military, and cultural hegemony continue to weigh heavily on Bolivia. The 
anti-communist assassins of  the Reagan era are an anachronism not because US foreign policy is 

1  Wilson, Audrey. “Bolivia’s Morales Steps Down Under Pressure.” Foreign Policy, 11 November 2019. https://foreignpolicy.
com/2019/11/11/bolivias-morales-steps-down-under-pressure/

2  Kurmanaev, Anatoly et. al. “Military Calls on President to Step Down After Election Dispute in Bolivia.” 13 November 2019. https://www.
nytimes.com/2019/11/10/world/americas/bolivia-election-evo-morales.html

3  Gosztola, Kevin. “Trump Applauds Bolivia’s Military Coup As US Establishment Media Blame Morales For Turmoil.” Common Dreams, 

12 November 2019. https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/11/12/trump-applauds-bolivias-military-coup-us-establishment-media-blame-
morales-turmoil

4  Montefiore, Alexis. “Escándalo en Twitter: miles de bots tuitean en inglés y español que en Bolivia no hay golpe.” Tribuna de Periodistas, 11 
November 2019. https://www.periodicotribuna.com.ar/23997-escandalo-en-twitter-miles-de-bots-tuitean-en-ingles-y-espanol-que-en-bolivia-no-
hay-golpe.html

5  Trendsmap, CNN en Espanol. https://www.trendsmap.com/twitter/tweet/1193929297859358722

6  Field, Thomas. “A Coup in Bolivia, Yet Again.” Jacobin, 18 November 2019. https://www.jacobinmag.com/2019/11/coup-bolivia-history-
evo-morales-jeanine-anez

7  Norton, Ben. “Victims of  Operation Condor by Country.” BenNorton.com, 28 May 2015, https://bennorton.com/victims-of-operation-
condor-by-country/
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no longer characterized by the kinds of  immoral, exploitative, and anti-democratic activities that 
clearly marked our past strategies, but because those particular techniques are no longer effective. 
Today, a constellation of  strategically funded political institutions, media co-option of  liberal 
values, and international alliances between elite and professional classes continue to enable the US 
to exercise more effective power over Bolivia than ever. Nowhere is this hidden history of  power 
better seen than in the history of  Bolivia’s most controversial crop: coca. In this investigation, I 
hope to reveal the way that coca has become a key site for a larger battle over Bolivia’s culture and 
economy— a clash of  classes, nations, and races, which ends all too predictably in the ongoing 
exploitation and repression of  peoples who have suffered under the administration and legacies of  
colonialism for hundreds of  years.

A History of  Colonialism
The CIA writes that Bolivia “ranks at or near the bottom among Latin American countries 

in several areas of  health and development, including poverty, education, fertility, malnutrition, 
mortality, and life expectancy,” adding that “Bolivia’s income inequality is the highest in Latin 
America and one of  the highest in the world.”8

The deep tragedy, of  course, is that these supposedly neutral demographic observations are 
in fact the result of  centuries of  colonialism, exploitation, and political conflict— fueled for the last 
century primarily by the US government and its covert and military arms. In 1992, ten years after 
Bolivia’s most recent transition to “democracy,” the New York Times noted that the country had 
experienced over 150 coups or coup attempts since its independence in 1825.9 The United States 
has had a complicated relationship with many of  these regimes, ranging from indirect pressure to 
outright intervention. Recent analyses of  declassified intelligence documents show convincingly 
that the US played a very explicit role in supporting, planning, and even carrying out a widespread 
network of  assassinations in Latin America as part of  the partially-declassified Operation Condor 
in the 1970’s.10 

In Bolivia, Operation Condor most clearly took the form of  a 1971 ouster of  the socialist 
President Juan Torres (who himself  had risen to power through a coup, albeit one supported by 
popular revolts). Unlike previous coups in Bolivia, however, the US was determined to make this 
one stick by sending high amounts of  military aid— the most to any country in the Americas— 
to effectively prop up the new, highly-unpopular dictator Hugo Panzer.11 Although the coup and 
resulting US support was surely catalyzed by Torres’ economic reforms such as the nationalization 
of  key mineral resources, later Senate testimony indicates that the primary motivation for this 
intervention was strategic— to gain a friendly foothold in Latin America and to stave off  Soviet 
influence. Nevertheless, the intervention was followed by dramatic economic victories: the US and 
the IMF pressured Panzer to devalue the Bolivian peso by 67%, to impose government freezes on 
wages and prices, and to more strictly regulate labor and unions. This paved the way for $46 million 

8  CIA World Factbook, entry on Bolivia. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bl.html

9  Nash, Nathaniel C. “Army Unrest Stirs Bolivia, the Land of  Coups.” New York Times, 3 June 1992. https://www.nytimes.
com/1992/06/03/world/army-unrest-stirs-bolivia-the-land-of-coups.html

10  McSherry, J. Patrice. “Tracking the Origins of  a State Terror Network: Operation Condor.” Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 29, No. 1 
(Jan. 2002): 38-40, https://www.jstor.org/stable/3185071

11  Katzin, Donna. “Alliance for Power: U.S. Aid to Bolivia Under Banzer.” NACLA, 25 September 2007, https://nacla.org/article/alliance-
power-us-aid-bolivia-under-banzer
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(then a considerable sum) in official yearly development investments, and tens of  millions more 
in loans— including for key agricultural industries, with $2.5 million loaned to support industrial 
cotton farming.12 

The beneficiaries of  investment, austerity, and labor crackdowns in Bolivia under the 
Panzer regime are largely the same groups that pushed for and benefited from the Morales ouster, 
and the same groups that have dominated Bolivian politics and economics for centuries: wealthy 
white and mestizo groups living in the eastern Bolivian lowlands.13 These groups, their power, and 
their modern ties to the United States are all the product of  complex racial, class, and colonial 
hierarchies. The elite white and mestizo domination over Bolivia today is of  course not the same 
simple undemocratic control exercised after Simon Bolivar and Bolivian independence. Instead, 
the reasons elite white Bolivians still dominate Bolivia— and why the United States has served as 
a natural ally to the Bolivian right wing for so long— must be traced back to a deep cultural and 
economic gulf  that has emerged from the realities of  Bolivian geography and colonization.
 The ethnic composition of  Bolivia is difficult to estimate, because the identification of  
oneself  as indigenous, mestizo, or white often reflects a divide in culture rather than genealogy. 
Nevertheless, modern estimates agree that Bolivia is dominated numerically by indigenous peoples, 
with members of  different indigenous cultures making up 55% of  the population, mestizos 30%, 
and whites 15%.14 The largest groups are the Quechua and Ayamara people, with 2.5 and 2 million 
heads respectively in a population of  11.5 million. Unusually for many postcolonial countries, the 
languages of  these cultures are not threatened but rather flourishing— about 43% of  Bolivian 
speak a native language, which is about the same percent as those who speak only Spanish. 
 A small population, however, has not prevented white Bolivians from achieving vast 
political and economic overrepresentation. Evo Morales, for instance, was Bolivia’s first indigenous 
president when he was elected in 2006. In 2004, before Morales began a systematic campaign of  
reducing inequality, 59% of  the population was in “moderate poverty” and the country’s Gini 
coefficient stood at 0.60 — an extraordinarily high value that only a handful of  countries have 
possessed.15 These modern measures are simply the latest indicators in a series of  oppression 
stemming back hundreds of  years: it has long been discussed in studies of  Bolivia that indigenous 
peoples have been subjected to vast systems of  economic and social exclusion, to the benefit of  
the white-mestizo classes in the Bolivian lowlands.16 
 The disparity between the indigenous peoples of  Bolivia and the white-mestizos is 
maintained by vast gulfs in geography, culture, and history. While urbanization has been increasing 
among all races in Bolivia, the rural mountains and highland cities like Chochabamba, which is 
roughly three-quarters indigenous, continue to be dominated by native peoples; meanwhile, lowland 
cities like Santa Cruz— the country’s most populous city— are under a quarter indigenous.17 This 
difference in geography contributes to a real difference in economies: industrial agriculture and 

12  Ibid.

13  Postero, Nancy. “Race and Racism in the New Bolivia in The Indigenous State,” pp. 118-120. University of  California Press, 2017. https://
www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/j.ctt1pq34b0.11

14  World Population Review. “Bolivia Population 2019.” 27 August 2019, http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/bolivia-population/

15  World Bank. “Bolivia.” 25 October 2019, https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/bolivia/overview#1

16  Gigler, Björn-Sören. “Poverty, inequality and human development of  indigenouspeoples in Bolivia.” Georgetown University Center for 
Latin America, 2009: 6-8. http://pdba.georgetown.edu/CLAS%20RESEARCH/Working%20Papers/WP17.pdf

17  Ibid, 5.
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service economies in the lowlands, versus mining and, most importantly, coca cultivation in the 
mountains.

Coca, the Indigenous Staple Crop
 The variety of  the coca plant grown in Bolivia, Erythroxylum coca, has been systematically 
cultivated in the Andes for over five thousand years. The leaves of  E. coca contain 18 identified 
alkaloids with various chemical effects, including— most famously— 0.1% to 0.9% of  the stimulant 
compound cocaine.18 A single dose of  refined cocaine hydrochloride bought as a recreational drug 
has been found to deliver around 50 times the level of  blood cocaine as typical Andean practices 
like chewing 30 grams of  coca or drinking tea from the coca leaf  (98 ng versus 4,980 ng.)19 For this 
reason— contrary to suspicions from western officials— the pharmacological effects of  various 
forms of  coca leaf  consumption do not resemble the effects of  refined cocaine; instead, the coca 
leaf  is said to carry several mild effects such as increased physical stamina and resistance to altitude-
related stresses (hypoxia). The medical effects of  several of  these traits are documented, including 
coca’s ability to reduce appetite and hunger pains by increasing blood glucose levels, and to soothe 
mild pains including toothaches and gastrointestinal upsets.20 
 Archaeological evidence indicates that the chewing of  coca leaves in its modern form was 
quite common among pre-colonial peoples.21 At the time of  the Spanish conquest, the Spanish 
colonial administrators first attempted to outlaw the cultivation and ritual practices of  the coca 
leaf, alongside a larger attempt to “civilize” the Andean peoples and subjugate them to the Spanish 
fold. However, Spanish hacienda operators soon began to see the physical benefits of  coca on the 
subjugated populace of  native laborers, namely the potential to lower their hunger and increase 
their productivity, resulting in an abrupt reversal on coca leaf  policy; it became standard practice 
to give workers a daily ration of  coca leaves alongside wages.22 In this way, coca leaves were even 
further entrenched in Andean life— the coca leaf  was consumed by nearly every working class 
person every day for hundreds of  years. 
 In the mid-1800’s, the coca leaf  was first refined and chemically analyzed by Europeans, 
resulting in an explosion of  popularity of  the cocaine compound. However, once cocaine became 
accessible to lower-class consumers in the southern U.S. through coca infused beverages made by 
the “Coca-Cola” company, the drug became associated with American blacks and accordingly took 
on a panicked mythology of  its own. One U.S. State Department official wrote in 1910 that “the 
use of  cocaine by the negroes of  the South is one of  the most elusive and troublesome questions 
which confront the enforcement of  the law... [and is] often the direct incentive to the crime of  rape 
by the negroes.”23 This provided the impetus for the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of  1914, which 

18  Novak, M., et al. “Biological activity of  the alkaloids of  Erythroxylum coca and Erythroxylum novogranatense.” Journal of  
Ethnopharmacology, Volume 10, Issue 3 (May 1984.) https://doi.org/10.1016/0378-8741(84)90015-1

19  Biondich, Amy Sue and Jeremy David Joslin. “Coca: The History and Medical Significance of  an Ancient Andean Tradition.” Emergency 
Medicine International, Volume 2016, http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2016/4048764

20  Ibid

21  Cartmell, Larry W. et al. “The Frequency and Antiquity of  Prehistoric Coca-Leaf-Chewing Practices in Northern Chile: Radioimmunoassay 
of  a Cocaine Metabolite in Human-Mummy Hair.” Latin American Antiquity, Vol. 2, No. 3 (Sep. 1991), https://www.jstor.org/stable/972171.

22  Biondich and Joslin, “Coca.”

23  Hamblin, James. “Why We Took Cocaine Out of  Soda.” The Atlantic, 31 January 2013. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/
archive/2013/01/why-we-took-cocaine-out-of-soda/272694/
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regulated and medicalized the sale of  cocaine— and later provided the basis for executive decisions 
to make it illegal altogether. This illegality would persist until it collided with cartel politics in South 
America fifty years later, and America’s war on cocaine went global.

The War on Drugs, Anti-Indigeneity, and the Question of  “Development”
 Unfortunately, this process of  illegality was to carry profound consequences for coca 
growers in South America. Political anthropologist Thomas Grisaffi has observed that the fight 
to grow the coca leaf  has not only become a central issue to indigenous people in Bolivia, it has 
become a defining issue of  indigeneity itself.24 In the Chapere region, for instance, Grisaffi notes 
that natives have never “mentioned blood and soil, extended residence or ancestors, nor have they 
begun to wear feathers in their hair” in order to define their indigeneity and defend their interests; 
instead, they have used the coca leaf  as the universal signifier of  indigeneity— for them, growing 
coca is what it means to be indigenous.25 For many Bolivians, coca is always political itself, and an 
attack on coca is an attack on the sovereignty of  indigenous people. 

Refined cocaine and the influence of  international cartels first began to infiltrate Bolivian 
politics in the 1960’s. When the US-backed General Panzer took power in 1971, Colombian cartels 
and drug-related corruption became a serious political and economic dynamic; this process came 
to a head at the end of  Panzer’s rule in at the end of  the 1970’s, when General Luis Garcia Meza 
seized power with the financial support of  now-prominent Bolivian drug baron Roberto Suárez 
Goméz.26 Meza, and his series of  authoritarian successors, were characterized on one hand by 
the kind of  ultra-right wing, anti-communist, and anti-democratic ideological zealotry that they 
admired from the Panzer regime, but also by a tacit and sometimes explicit support of  cocaine 
trafficking in the country. (In one particularly shocking instance, Meza used money from the cartels 
to buy off  corrupt army officers and work with an exiled Nazi war criminal to stop elected leftist 
politicians from taking office. In return, Meza worked to forestall American antidrug operations.)27 
This dynamic was not acceptable to the Reagan administration, who decided that the kinds of  
indirect and covert US interventions that had characterized the 1970’s were no longer sufficient.28 
The war on coca had begun.

Across Bolivia, indigenous growers of  coca found themselves in a three-way struggle 
between their own interests, those of  drug trafficking networks and their allied politicians, and the 
US DEA and its allied police and paramilitaries.29 US policymakers’ favorite tactics were to stamp 
out coca production by any means necessary: teams of  US drug agents accompanied by heavily 
armed police would enter small farmsteads to burn and uproot crops, resulting in the violent 

24  Grisaffi, Thomas. “We Are Originarios... ‘We Just Aren’t from Here’: Coca leaf  and Identity Politics in the Chapare, Bolivia.” Bulletin of  
Latin American Research, 2010: 3-4. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1470-9856.2010.00385.x

25  Ibid, 3.

26  Radwin, Max. “Is Bolivia’s Coca Policy Protecting Traditions, or Creating a Narco-State?.” World Politics Review, June 5, 2018. https://
www.worldpoliticsreview.com/insights/24824/is-a-commitment-to-coca-in-bolivia-protecting-traditions-or-creating-a-narco-state

27  Roberts, Sam. “Luis García Meza, Bolivian Dictator Jailed for Genocide, Dies at 88.” New York Times, 2 May 2018. https://www.nytimes.
com/2018/05/02/obituaries/luis-garcia-meza-bolivian-dictator-jailed-for-genocide-dies-at-88.html

28  Schumaker, Edward, “Bolivia Shifts Tied to US Displeasure.” New York Times, September 24, 1981. https://www.nytimes.
com/1981/09/24/world/bolivia-shifts-tied-to-us-displeasure.html

29  Morales, Waltraud Queiser. “Militarising the Drug War in Bolivia.” Third World Quarterly, Vol. 13, No. 2 (1992): 354-355. https://www.
jstor.org/stable/3992781
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murders of  scores of  coca farmers and the injury, destitution, and degradation of  countless more.30 
Of  course, the forced eradication was an abject failure, simply pushing production of  cocaine out 
to Colombia in the short term; in the medium term, the shortage of  domestic coca crops lead to a 
higher local price for coca products and therefore incentivized farmers to plant even more.31 

Even worse, the US and the international institutions it helped guide— including the UN 
Office on Drugs and Crime— framed the problem of  coca and the solution of  systematic violence 
as a “development” problem. To promote “alternative development,” USAID carried out a forceful 
attack on not only the indigenous farmer’s symbolic crop, coca, but condemned their entire way of  
life as “undeveloped” and prescribed industrialized agriculture as the only solution:

“USAID promoted export crops, such as bananas, coffee, cacao, palm heart and timber, 
even though these are unsuitable for the small peasant producer... most farmers found that 
they could not sell their ‘alternative’ crops and sank into debt, unable to repay loans they 
had been encouraged to take out in order to plant the crops in the first place…”32

In this way, the US’ war on drugs was also a war on indigenous coca farmers, who were the 
primary victims of  the forced eradication strategy. Even more perniciously, the framing of  the 
problem by the DEA— that indigenous farmers grew coca only because they were “undeveloped,” 
and they therefore needed to be persuaded to give up their lifestyle and culture in order to grow 
only “developed” crops— fit exactly into the sorts of  racist narratives that the wealthier white-
Mestizo classes had been peddling about natives for centuries. By degrading coca and its growers, 
the anti-cocaine zealots had also perpetuated a discourse where the natives were “backwards, 
illiterate and dirty.”33 In a country which was conquered forcibly by the Spanish and then ruled 
over tyrannically by a segregated class of  Spanish descendants for hundreds of  years, these modern 
liberal marginalizations of  indigenous groups provide the sorely-needed justification for continued 
prevalence of  the same colonial hierarchy— the inequality between indigenous Bolivians and the 
wealthier, broadly neoliberal white-Mestizo governing class.

The Morales Administration 
 The violent tactics of  US drug enforcement agents on Bolivian soil sparked enormous 
amounts of  outrage among indigenous Bolivians. Evo Morales, himself  a small-scale indigenous 
coca farmer, began his political career by leading anti-eradication efforts in the Chapere region, 
helming a coca-growers’ union which formed to promote its political interests and push back 
against US drug policy.34 Finally, after decades of  pressure from waves of  massive indigenous 
protests, Bolivia re-legalized growth of  the coca crop in 2004 on a small-scale basis. In 2005, 
Morales won the presidency and expanded the legalization policy, allowing each family to grow 
1,600 square meters of  coca and sell their produce at authorized exchanges.35 To reduce cocaine 
trafficking, Morales shunned US strategies and cooperation, instead pivoting towards building 

30  Grisaffi, Thomas and Kathryn Ledebur. “Citizenship or Repression? Coca, Eradication and Development in the Andes.” Stability: 
International Journal of  Security and Development, 5(1), p.3. DOI: http://doi.org/10.5334/sta.440

31  Ibid

32  Ibid

33  Grisaffi, 3.

34  Tegel, Simeon, “Bolivia ended its drug war by kicking out the DEA and legalizing coca,” Vice, September 21, 2016, https://www.vice.
com/en_us/article/pa49jn/bolivia-ended-its-drug-war-by-kicking-out-the-dea-an

35  Ibid.
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partnerships with more favorable European Union initiatives.36 
Morales’ new legalization scheme, with EU funding, developed biometric registries of  

approved coca growers, databases of  coca production and sales, and— most importantly— robust 
local coca-growers associations who could check quota compliance, certify crop loss, and turn in 
growers who cooperated with cartels.37 The decentralization of  enforcement created a basis for 
community coca control that simultaneously made local communities more flexible, empowered 
local leadership to use new enforcement tactics, and created more positive incentives for locals to 
comply with coca guidelines and to report neighbors who didn’t.

From an empirical perspective, the shift in strategy from forced eradication and alternative 
development to legal and community regulated coca was a success: despite expelling all US DEA 
agents in 2008 and disputing US-backed UN drug conventions regarding coca, international 
regulators mostly agree that Morales’ legalization scheme has reduced the total number of  hectares 
of  coca grown, increased the quantity of  cocaine seized, and lessened the amount of  coca that 
gets refined into cocaine every year. In fact, total coca production dropped 35% between 2010 
and 2017—all while Bolivia’s real GDP increased by more than the regional average and poverty 
sharply declined.38 39 

The shift in strategy, however, was not popular with the United States. The Obama 
administration, for instance, repeatedly denounced Bolivia for “demonstrably failing” to live up 
to counter-narcotics commitments, placing the country on a blacklist along with Venezuela and 
Myanmar.40 The expulsion of  US personnel was particularly offensive to US diplomats, with a 
2014 State Department report blaming Bolivia’s alleged “insufficient law enforcement” and 
“inadequate controls” on its lack of  compliance with US policy and cooperation with the US 
state.41 Of  course, the failures on coca were far from the only source of  tension between the 
two countries: Morales, throughout his career, repeatedly and emphatically denounced the United 
States as well as capitalism writ large, and accused the US of  illegally interfering in Latin American 
politics— including covertly deposing regimes.42 This latent tension with the United States proved 
to be a key opening for the Bolivian opposition: the support of  western corporations, NGOs, and 
policymakers showed itself  to be vital for the resurgent right wing to legitimize their both their 
controversial policies and tactics.

The Bolivian Right Wing and US Imperialism
 Although the coca legalization policies of  the Morales administration were not particularly 
unpopular in the eastern Bolivian lowlands, other aspects of  Morales’ project to raise poverty levels 

36  Grisaffi and Ledubur, “Citizenship or Repression?”

37  Ibid.

38  Farthington, Linda. “Bolivia sees coca as a way to perk up its economy – but all everyone else sees is cocaine.” The Guardian, 15 March 
2017. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/15/coca-production-farming-bolivia-law

39  Vargas, Jose P Mauricio and Santiago Garriga. “Explaining Inequality and Poverty Reduction in Bolivia.” IMF Working Paper, December 
2015. https://www.imf.org/~/media/Websites/IMF/imported-full-text-pdf/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/_wp15265.ashx

40  Tegel, “Bolivia ended its drug war…”

41  Guidi, Ruxandra. “Bolivia stands up to US with coca-control policy.” Al Jazeera, 30 September 2015.  https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/
features/2015/09/bolivia-stands-coca-control-policy-150930085832276.html

42  “Bolivian president censures United States.” CNN, 24 September 2008. http://edition.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/americas/09/23/bolivia.
morales/index.html
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and lessen inequality certainly were. In 2008, Morales moved to nationalize petroleum production 
in the country and use the funds to support his national pension program Renta Dignidad— a 
scheme that the IMF credited as a major force behind elderly poverty reduction in Bolivia.43 
However, governors in the wealthy eastern region— where most petroleum is produced— balked 
at the policy. Violent right-wing protestors, with the support of  local politicians, seized airports in 
the region, set up anti-government blockades, and intimidated federal officials with violence and 
killings.44 But for the intervention of  the military— whose loyalty wavered— Bolivia was nearly 
brought full-on civil war.
 Oil nationalization highlighted existing fault lines in Bolivian society— between the poor, 
indigenous majority and the wealthier white-mestizos of  the east— but it also began to show the 
emerging solidarity between US interests and the conservative lowland Bolivian opposition. Latin 
American scholar Neil Burron frames the alliance in terms of  the Gramscian idea of  hegemony, 
the “relation between classes in which one class… exercises leadership over other classes through 
ideological co-optation and political incorporation.”45 Burron writes:

“Since the 1960s, military and covert political aid to Bolivian conservative factions has helped 
to entrench patterns of  economic exploitation and racial oppression of  the indigenous 
majority. The activities of  U.S. democracy promotion agencies are a continuation of  these 
historical patterns of  intervention by more acceptable means. They extend the low intensity 
political warfare pioneered by the CIA and are closely intertwined with more coercive 
elements of  U.S. policy, including regular political interference by the U.S. embassy and 
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)-sponsored coca eradication programs.”46

The power connections between the right-wing white-Mestizo Bolivians and the interests of  the 
US express themselves not only in a violent suppression, as the forcible coca eradication squads of  
the DEA, but also in a cultural hegemony. The use of  supposedly neutral analytic terms, including 
“democracy,” “authoritarianism,” and “populism,” was appropriated in the Bolivian context as a 
key cultural weapon to further the US-white-Mestizo hegemony. 
 In this way, economic nationalization could be successfully re-framed as “undemocratic” 
and “authoritarian,” despite being popular and alleviating inequality across the nation. The US 
spent tens of  millions of  dollars prior to and during the Morales regime to fund NGOs which 
“promoted democracy,” meaning that they reinforced a certain ideal of  neoliberalism and 
attempted to systematically discredit Morales and his party.47 For instance, in the years preceding 
the 2008 nationalization crisis, USAID’s Office of  Transition Initiatives spent $13 million 
to support resource-rich right-wing lowland departments as an ideological model, framing 
privatized and autonomous resource extraction as “democratic” and under threat by the central 
government.48 Earlier, in 2003, USAID contractors developed 27 radio programs and a 10-part 
TV series aimed at promoting “constructive avenues” of  political participation and a “stable” 

43  Vargas and Garriga, 12.

44  Romero, Simon. “A Crisis Highlights Divisions in Bolivia.” New York Times, 14 September 2008, https://www.nytimes.
com/2008/09/15/world/americas/15bolivia.html

45  Burron, Neil. “Unpacking U.S. Democracy Promotion in Bolivia.” Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 39, No. 1 (January 2012): 117. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23238971

46  Ibid, 118.

47  Ibid, 119-121.

48  Ibid, 123-124.
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political system composed of  moderate political parties— both goals explicitly counter to Morales’ 
party, Movimiento al Socialismo, which was framed as populist, a threat to the status quo, and 
a perpetrator of  disinformation.49 USAID’s total budget for “democracy promotion” in Bolivia 
totaled just over $101 million for the period 2001-2009 alone.50 These cultural and media strategies 
show an understanding that the hegemony of  the United States and its right wing allies in Bolivia 
is predicated on its control of  the dominant discourse and ideology—the ability to determine what 
good “development” looks like or what policies constitute “good democracy.” 
 In this analytical lens, the ouster of  Morales this November assumes its proper context 
not as a particular, localized scandal of  an “authoritarian” politician “rigging elections,” but a 
key victory for the cultural struggle of  the US and white-mestizo Bolivians to redefine Morales 
and his left-wing policies as “undemocratic.” This ideological environment allowed US-backed 
NGOs, most prominently including the Organization of  American States, to publish evidence-free 
allegations of  vote rigging against the Morales government and to turn standard election procedure 
into political scandal.51 This narrative encountered shockingly little international pushback, even 
though it was filled with serious flaws. In an independent review, the liberal think tank Center for 
Economic and Policy Research found no statistical evidence of  voting irregularities and instead 
argued that the OAS had blatantly distorted the difference between the informal “quick count” 
of  votes for media purposes and the legally-binding “official count.”52 The crown jewel of  the 
OAS allegations— a “last minute” change in the voting patterns that gave Morales the modest 
boost needed to beat his closest rival by over 10%, thereby avoiding a second round of  voting— 
intentionally ignored the two-tiered structure of  Bolivian vote counting, as well as the fact that the 
final districts to be counted were simply the remote, mountainous areas that Morales had always 
won overwhelmingly. 
 The coup against Morales, of  course, represents a critical gain for US political hegemony as 
much as it does for cultural. Interim president Jeanine Áñez, a conservative opposition lawmaker 
who was sworn in without quorum after all prior candidates in the political line of  succession 
had fled, immediately re-opened relations with the US and signaled the “imminent” return of  
DEA agents.53 Her opposition to coca is unsurprising, given her replacement of  Morales’ largely 
indigenous cabinet with entirely white politicians as well as her unfortunate history of  racist tweets 
about the “satanic” practices of  indigenous people.54

 Of  course, the Morales regime has long been the object of  legitimate criticisms, including 
from the left. But the fix is not a return to the regressive politics of  the last five hundred years, 
in which indigenous peoples were labeled uncivilized and subjugated to the normative ideals of  a 
colonial hierarchy. Contemporary processes of  social hegemony have made indigenous Bolivians 

49  Ibid, 120.

50  Ibid, 119, Table 1.

51  Cashman, Kevin, “A Week After the Coup in Bolivia, There’s Still No Proof  of  Electoral Fraud.” 17 November 2019. https://www.
jacobinmag.com/2019/11/evo-morales-bolivia-coup-election-fraud-organization-of-american-states

52  Long, Guillaume et al. “What Happened in Bolivia’s 2019 Vote Count?” Center for Economic and Policy Research, November 2019. 
http://cepr.net/images/stories/reports/bolivia-elections-2019-11.pdf

53  Hylton, Forrest. “Bolivia’s Coup Government Is a Far-Right Horror Show.” Jacobin, December 3, 2019. https://jacobinmag.
com/2019/12/bolivia-coup-evo-morales-jeanine-anez

54  “What do we know about Jeanine Áñez Chávez?” Buenos Aires Times, November 16, 2019. https://www.batimes.com.ar/news/latin-
america/what-do-we-know-about-jeanine-anez-chavez.phtml
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more vulnerable than ever to political exclusion. The politics of  coca and culture have enabled a 
lasting alliance between right-wing Bolivian elites and imperial US interests, the domination of  
which now threatens to undo substantial material progress made over the last two decades. Real 
Bolivian democracy must exorcise the spectre of  American hegemony, and advance Morales’ cause 
at its best: the creation of  a plurinational society with respect for the rights, freedom, and wellbeing 
of  all.
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In September 1978, delegates from around the globe gathered for the “Health for All” 
movement, centered on the belief  that healthcare is a fundamental human right. In what later 
became the 1978 Declaration of  Alma-Ata, the delegates outlined a series of  mandates whereby “all 
governments, all health and development workers, and the world community” could “protect and 
promote the health of  all the people of  the world.”1 These mandates sought to remedy the often 
overlooked sociocultural and political inequities that enable illnesses to be common among poor 
and vulnerable populations. Yet, even with the Declaration of  Alma-Ata, many modern healthcare 
initiatives are still wrought with scarcity mindsets that politically justify the uneven distribution of  
healthcare offerings. From using the DOTS (directly observed treatment, short-course) system – a 
method of  treating tuberculosis – to implementing structural adjustment policies as a means of  
having a more cost-effective healthcare intervention in low-middle-income countries, this mindset 
has prevented truly equitable healthcare systems from coming into fruition. 

Countries influenced by communist ideals are shaped by a desire to take the consolidation of  
resources within an elite minority and redistribute those resources throughout the entire populace. 
These countries share common “local moral worlds” of  that which each country perceives to be 
right or wrong,2 and they may provide promising incidences of  equitable healthcare initiatives.3, 

4 Although these ideas were first seriously considered in the formation of  Soviet Russia, recent 
healthcare initiatives in this region are entirely antithetical to the Communist premise. After the 
post-war collapse of  the Soviet Union and its supranational provisions, Badashkan—a region that 
was formerly a part of  the Soviet Union— was left in a pharmaceutical famine and devastated by 
comorbid infectious diseases and chronic malnourishment.5 Now deprived of  the governmental 
infrastructure that once provided exceptional horizontal and socialized healthcare, Badashkahn, 
at the behest of  USAID and international NGOs, adopted a revolving drug fund in the Zdrav 
Reform of  1994.6 This reform claimed user-fees were a legitimate means of  providing a “long-term 
solutions to problems inherent in [Soviet] health systems,” while preserving the “relative equity of  
access” that existed under the former Soviet system.7 Its proponents professed that the system will 
ensure an equity of  sorts insofar as it brings “health care closer to communities … allowing ‘the 

1  “Declaration of  Alma-Ata International Conference on Primary Health Care, Alma-Ata, USSR, 6–12 September 1978.” Development 47, no. 
2, 159–61. 2004. https://doi.org/10.1057/palgrave.development.1100047.

2  Kleinman, Arthur. “What Really Matters: Living a Moral Life Amidst Uncertainty and Danger.” Oxford University Press, 2006.

3  Kleinman, 2006. 

4  Marx, Karl, and Friedrich Engels. The Communist Manifesto. New York: Penguin Books, 2011. 

5  Keshavjee, Salmaan. “Blind Spot.” Berkeley UCP, 2014.

6  Ibid.

7  “SEMI-ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REPORT NIS Health Care Finance and Service Delivery Reform Program (ZdravReform).” USAID, 
1994.
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community’ to ‘participate’ in their own health” via their participation in the market and their ability 
to make rational medical purchases.8 Ultimately, this premise — that an unregulated open-market 
platform will lead to equity in desirable healthcare outcomes — proved futile. Health inequities 
continued to affect Badashkan, which anthropologist Salmaan Keshavjee attributed to a “neoliberal 
programmatic blindness” that obscured the purported intentions of  the initiative.9

Cuba, another nation influenced by Communist thought, managed to maintain its socialized 
healthcare system in spite of  Cuba’s collapsed Soviet benefactors and resource famine. The “family 
doctor and community-based healthcare” system disseminated healthcare practitioners out of  
centralized urban areas and into communities throughout Cuba, with the hope that the healthcare 
practitioners would provide high-quality health services free of  charge.10 Furthermore, the system 
“extended beyond just locating the practice and medical personnel’s living quarters within the 
target community” and featured “a focused and active recruitment of  the community into health 
activities.11  Many who study it, like medical anthropologist H.K. Heggenhougen, attribute the 
continued success of  the Cuban system to the emphasis on community participation because 
“when people come to believe that health is a human right, they… take political action to achieve 
equitable health.”12 The system managed to drastically reduce the pre-existing health discrepancies 
in Cuba during a period of  economic instability, most notably in Pinar Del Rio, where access and 
quality of  care increased tremendously.13

In this essay I will conduct a socio-historical comparative analysis of  the revolving drug 
fund in Badashkan and the family doctor and community-based healthcare system in Pinar Del 
Rio, Cuba. I will chronicle their shared origin and historical experience of  conceiving a socialized 
healthcare system in a post-war context, and their respective adaptations to the fall of  the Soviet 
Union. Using the specific cases of  Badashkan and Pinar Del Rio, I will demonstrate that the 
historical success of  the Cuban healthcare system was due to its sturdy foundation in a local moral 
world that prioritized the empowerment of  its most marginalized people, whereas the shortcomings 
of  the Soviet legacy came from its inability to consistently embrace this vision.

Early iterations of  the socialized Russian healthcare system were conceived in the aftermath 
of  the crippling Crimean War, which left the defeated nation eager to industrialize and modernize 
its economy. The state initially established zemstvo, “a local authority structure responsible for central 
administration, taxation, and social services, including health care,” as a means of  cultivating the 
formerly serf  population into an ample labor force. However, zemstvo later grew to address the “high 
mortality and morbidity rates” of  communicable diseases that accounted for a “Russia-wide infant 
mortality rate estimated at 500 per 1,000 live births” and more acutely afflicted the rural poor, who 
had a doctor-patient ratio of  1:33,000 compared to 1:7,000 for all of  Russia.14 Linking the “social 
roots of  disease to illness” and the cause of  this discrepancy, the government aimed to “bring free 
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health care to patients in the mostly rural communities in which they lived.”15 The zemstvo system not 
only sought to develop rural medical centers and hospitals, but also provided a community-based 
system where medical practitioners traveled within the villages and gave care as needed. In its prime, 
this system realized a strong socialized healthcare system where medicine was intimately interwoven 
in both urban and rural communities alike, but it produced only “modest results in the long term.”16 
 The misaligned local moral worlds of  zemstvo medicine’s aristocratic benefactors prevented 
it from gaining any real traction, insofar as “much of  the impetus for the zemstvo reforms in 
health care … came from Russian elites, who feared that ill health among the poor threatened 
their own-well being.”17 The moral experience of  these patrons was characterized by a desire to 
protect their own health and well-being. In their local moral world, these rural “others” and their 
allegedly “backwards practices” threatened the very livelihood of  the nobility, who realized that 
they could no longer be “insulated from the sea of  epidemics facing the general population.”18 
These fears motivated the wealthy to sponsor medical reform for the poor, but their sponsorship 
was contingent on only reducing the threat of  this infectious “other” and not providing them 
with health standards equitable to their own. Furthermore, those who did want to improve the 
healthcare of  the rural impoverished had no idea where to begin as medical practice up to that 
point was “a science dealing with the treatment of  the wealthy and leisure… [and] for the rest, it 
was merely a theoretical abstraction, which told us how one might cure people, if  there were rich 
and free.”19 Receiving no direct input from the poor and maintaining selfish priorities was enough 
for marginal improvements, “The number of  physicians working in rural areas increased from 
756 in 1870 to 1,805 in 1890;” but not enough for substantial reform, “by 1917, 92 percent of  all 
doctors were still based in large urban areas.”20 Unsurprisingly, the bourgeois architects of  zemstvo 
medicine were satisfied with these slight improvements, and “bureaucratic inertia, underfunding, 
and a chronic lack of  political will in Moscow conspired to thwart the program’s most ambitious 
goals.”21

Although the local moral worlds of  the grassroots practitioners were an improvement 
from that of  their sponsors, it too was not truly rooted in empowering neglected communities. 
Being transplanted from their coddled, privileged communities into the remote communities where 
patients lived caused a few “urban-trained zemstvo physicians … to inquire into the root causes 
of  the suffering they witnessed.”22 Their local moral world soon became bound to “the need to 
modernize a ‘backwards’ rural population and eradicate poverty, an impulse both humane and 
paternalistic.” An excerpt from one such physician paints this more explicitly: 

“It is impossible to protect people against infectious disease with medicine alone. The 
point is that those who most frequently become infected are the poor, living half  starved, 
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in wretched lodging, exhausted by inordinate work. Moreover, ignorance greatly aids the 
spread of  infectious disease.”23

Whereas the aristocratic benefactors provided aid for selfish reasons, medical practitioners were 
selflessly inspired to amend the injustices inflicted onto their marginalized patients. They aptly 
realized that the poor outcomes of  rural communities could not be explained by an intrinsic or 
biological difference of  rural populations alone, but they also arose from social structures that 
cause these populations to be overexposed to health risks. The claim that “ignorance greatly aids 
the spread of  infectious disease,” however, is too strong a causal inference.24 Rural populations most 
likely turned to these unhealthy practices because they lacked access to a safer treatment alternative. 
In underrating the intelligence of  the poor, physicians were focused on paternalistic educational 
agendas, instead of  advocacy and improving access for the poor. Consequently, “periodic epidemics 
continued to take a heavy toll among rural populations, and there were still many … peasants who 
would live out their days without ever laying eyes on a doctor,” because expanding healthcare access 
simply was not prioritized.25 
 Similar to the Russian zemstvo medicine, Cuba conceived its first socialized health agenda 
during the aftermath of  war. Prior to the Cuban Revolution, the “urban-rural dichotomy” was ever-
present in Cuba’s healthcare offerings.26 The lack of  healthcare provisions in rural communities 
were often overlooked, as many believed “rural problems were a passing circumstance of  [extended 
warfare with Spain], and the reality of  rural life was hidden, … by the inadequacy of  rural morbidity 
statistics, itself  a consequence of  nonexistent services.”27 To make matters worse, physicians were 
dissuaded by the bleak living conditions in rural communities where their services were needed the 
most, and this caused urban centers to be overpopulated with physicians at the expense of  rural 
communities.28 Following the revolution, Cuba acquired a newly socialized government that sought 
to seek “solutions to the social, economic, and health problems of  rural and poor Cuba.”29 Like the 
zemstvo system, this manifested as the development of  “rural health center[s] which would integrate 
prevention and cure, medicine and sanitation, physician and health team, and professional and lay 
participation in health work.”30 However, unlike the zemstvo system, the Cuban iteration featured a 
“physician-director [who] was to initiate a program of  meetings with” local revolutionary officials 
like the Parents and Teachers Association.31 This initiative proved successful, as shown by the 
“network of  156 rural hospitals … added to the 118 dispensaries already set up in” urban Cuba, 
the influx of  physicians into rural communities, and the overall improvement in health outcomes 
of  rural citizens.32

 Cuba’s success in its rural medicine expansion was largely due to the local moral world 
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of  its architects being grounded in the empowerment of  neglected Cubans. The revolutionary 
government “emerged from a rural constituency and took hold in an ideologically developed 
working class, but it was also substantially supported by the progressives within the professional and 
privileged classes.”33 The coalition of  the formerly neglected rural community and the privileged 
urban aristocracy allowed for a “previously minority concern [to become] a majorization effort,” 
wherein the entirety of  the post-revolution government—poor and rich alike — sought to remedy 
social inequities.34 In contrast to zemstvo, the Cuban government’s local moral world received input 
directly from marginalized groups. Sympathetic benefactors did not impose their own privileged 
ideas, but rather they were determined to put these ideas into fruition. This unified vision led to 
the institution of  several “liberal social reforms … favoring the rural and poor classes,” such as the 
successful rural medicine initiative.35  

The like-minded local moral world of  grassroots practitioners further contributed to the 
success of  the Cuban rural medicine expansion. Working intimately in rural communities caused 
many physicians to “become medical cadre, in the sense that their work became a part of  a 
politically defined organization, lifestyle and personal identity.”36 Just like zemstvo physicians, Cuban 
practitioners wanted to rectify the structural forces that made rural populations more susceptible 
to disease, and they achieved this through moving into these communities despite previous 
reservations. Unlike zemstvo physicians, Cuban practitioners were not quick to make immodest 
claims of  causality, but rather they were privy to their lack of  understanding and were eager to learn 
from the impoverished themselves. One such physician reported:   

“It will turn out convenient, after a certain time has passed and the neighbors of  the zone are 
impressed by the work carried out, to build Health Councils … formed by representatives 
of  the zone… thus obtaining citizen cooperation and erasing the incomprehension and 
indifference—when not hostility—with which such efforts are received in many places 
where illiteracy and absurd beliefs stand in the way of  sanitary measures. This social action 
would help neighbors cooperate in the protection and development of  their own health 
and that of  the community.” 37

These physicians viewed caregiving as a cooperative task and realized that they could only create 
sustainable, socialized solutions in the community with the involvement of  the community in the 
solution-making process. 
 It is important to note that Russia did manage to create a socialist healthcare system 
that prioritized the concerns of  its most marginalized people in the prime of  the Soviet Union.  
Eventually. the Bolsheviks, the political party that assumed power during this period, realized the 
shortcomings of  zemstvo medicine. “The Bolsheviks regarded medicine as political by its very nature: 
it invariably served the interest of  the ruling class, helping the working classes only by enabling them 
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to produce more.” 38 In order to realign the local moral world of  the zemstvo system, Bolsheviks 
prioritized “reducing the status of  doctors to that of  other medical workers (such as nurses, morgue 
attendants, ward sweepers, and other medical ‘proletarians’.39 In so doing, physicians were no longer 
able to paternalistically view marginalized rural populations as subordinate since they were now a 
part of  a comparable social status. This allowed physicians to more acutely understand the health 
needs of  this neglected demographic and provide improved healthcare quality on a grassroots 
level. Infrastructurally, the government improved sanitation quality, de-privatized medicines, and 
expanded social insurance “to include free medical care, sickness and disability insurance, and 
maternity benefits,” all of  which significantly reduced healthcare discrepancies during the Soviet 
era.40 
 The collapse of  the Soviet Union, however, led to novel health experiences that the Russians 
were incapable of  handling alone, and thus many municipalities sought solutions from NGOs. In 
the case of  Badashkan, which had an “already tenuous health situation,” the Soviet collapse took 
an even greater toll.41 Infections in the region increased sixfold and were worsened by chronic 
malnutrition from food shortages. A national pharmaceutical famine prevented the government 
from addressing this health issue alone, and further pressures from organizations like USAID 
and AKF prompted Badashkan to adopt the revolving drug fund in the Zdrav Reform of  1994. 
In theory, Badashkan would be supplied with new medicines that they would sell at a reasonable 
price in compliance with new therapeutic regulations. Customers would take increased initiative 
over their own health quality as measured by their willingness to purchase the best medicines, and 
community leaders would pool together profits to help those who were “too poor to pay.”42 But in 
practice, this initiative failed as “willingness to pay for medicines meant little in the face of  being 
completely unable to pay,” and extreme poverty prevented the impoverished Badashkanians from 
accessing pharmaceuticals at all.43

 Framers of  the revolving-drug fund neglected the unique local moral experience of  the 
impoverished community they claimed to serve, which led to avoidable failures in the initiative. 
Similar to their zemstvo predecessors, NGO leadership was quick to make immodest claims of  
causality and “cast blame for poor health and nutritional outcomes on the people of  Badakhshan, 
citing some local traditional practices and the biomedical prescription practices of  the Soviet-
trained physicians” instead of  attributing the discrepancies to structural forces like the scarcity 
of  resources following the war.44 Instead of  catering to the more pressing issues of  access their 
initiative was couched in the rhetoric of  “changing the old ways of  thinking,” all too reminiscent of  
zemstvo framing. “The untested notion that user fees for health services would ‘rationalize’ demand 
or improve supply turned out to be, by and large, not true,” and user fees turned out to “dissuade 
people from seeking necessary care rather than diminishing ‘frivolous’ care” – nevertheless, 
NGOs, guided by a “neoliberal programmatic blindness” were solely concerned with expanding 
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US pharmaceutical markets for their own financial gain, and their “service delivery objectives of  
the project [were] lost.”45 Much like zemstvo benefactors, the architects of  the revolving drug fund 
wanted to help the Badashkanians insofar as they fulfilled a financial agenda, and unsurprisingly, 
“71.6 percent of  the population reported difficulty paying for medicines, even with a generous 
subsidy” because this initiative was insensitive to the pressing financial restrictions of  the extremely 
impoverished Badashkanians.46

 The Cuban system, too, was tested after the fall of  the Soviet Union, which left the government 
in economic turmoil during a time of  great health epidemics, though its government managed to 
curtail these threats with its socialized medical program. The ensuing economic instability amassed 
from the fact that the Soviets “provided the financial backing from Cuba’s socialist experiment for  
20 years.”47 Cuba “no longer had access to East bloc raw material for its pharmaceutical industry, 
and at the same time shortages of  hard currency made it increasingly difficult to purchase drugs and 
medical equipment in Western Europe and elsewhere.”48 To make matters worse, the US embargo 
on Cuba caused medicinal imports to cost an extra 45 million pesos, which was especially devastating 
as this was a leading source of  vaccinations against diseases that devastated the Cuban population.49 
Surprisingly, “Cuba continued improvements in health care even during the ‘special period’ of  
tremendous deprivation,” as measured by the 90 percent vaccination rates against BCG (bacillus 
calmette-guerin), DPT (diptheria-pertussis-tentanus), DPT-R, anti-meningococcal B, hepatitis B, 
and mumps, measles, and rubella.50 Much of  these improvements were due to Cuba’s upkeep of  its 
socialized healthcare offerings in the family doctor and community-based healthcare system, which 
was “based less on response to individual illnesses than on response to health issues arising in 
the context of  family and community relationships.”51 In addition to the health commissions that 
included community leaders, as it was conceived during Cuba’s rural medicine phase, physicians 
were integrated into the community, and stationed in “homes, workplaces, schools, day care centres, 
the merchant marine fleet and agricultural co-operatives,” treating health issues within the unique 
social instances they are found.52 This cost-effective, prevention-based initiative allowed Cuba to 
successfully reduce expenses and target more costly health needs in a time of  economic instability.  
 In the case of  Pinar del Rio, this Cuban solution proved to be effective since it remained 
grounded in the concerns of  impoverished. The family doctor and community-based healthcare 
initiative acutely addressed issues of  “family and community life.”53 Implementing lessons learned 
from its rural medicine project, the Cuban government was especially sensitive to the input of  
community leaders in health commissions. In fact, many disagreements were “often decided in 
favor of  community and political representatives.”54 While the framers of  the revolving drug fund 
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ignored input from marginalized communities, the Cuban government allowed these voices to frame 
the course of  the intervention. Furthermore, distributing physicians throughout all geographies 
of  social life allowed for health discrepancies to be addressed before they fully manifested as 
illness. The program “dramatically increased the timeliness of  detection of  disease and the referral 
of  patients with health problems to the appropriate levels of  health care.”55 In Pinar Del Rio, 
these community-based initiatives led to “the total number of  patients hospitalised” to drop “from 
90,738 patients in 1985 to 74,495 patients in 1990” since family doctors successfully prevented the 
escalation of  poor health into diseases that needed treatment.56 This allowed hospitals to prioritize 
the more costly community needs of  surgical intervention, and “the number of  surgical operations 
performed increased from 1896 major surgical interventions and 1,816 minor interventions in 
1985, to 2,503 major operations and 2,490 minor interventions in 1990.” 57 
 In conclusion, poor health outcomes in Badashkan could have been remedied if  the 
government followed Cuba’s lead in hearing marginalized voices. NGOs could have cooperated with 
local community leaders to realize practical, cost-effective solutions. Instead, economic pressures 
caused NGOs to ascribe to the same self-centered local moral worlds of  the zemstvo architects, 
disregard the advocacy of  the marginalized, and yielded a solution that benefitted themselves and 
the market at the expense of  the ill. The Cubans managed to retain the socialized vision that 
was realized during their rural medicine period, and continued to prioritize marginalized people’s 
interests, which led to more successful health outcomes under the same economic pressures as the 
Russians. Overall, the Cuban case demonstrates necessary conditions for the efficacy of  socialized 
medical interventions in reducing health discrepancies. Effective healthcare initiatives must be 
drawn from both physicians and patients, since illness is a communal experience that can only be 
resolved through cooperative endeavors. 
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